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Abstract

I investigate the link between the volatility of a �rm�s operating environment and its

preferred organizational structure, as determined by the allocation of decision rights,

the compensation structure of the managers and the degree of operational integration.

The results are broadly consistent with the common wisdom regarding the �t between

organizational design and the environment. Volatile environments are populated by

organizations that have loosely coupled operations to maintain local responsiveness,

together with decentralized decision-making and pay that is tied primarily to divi-

sional performance. Stable environments, on the other hand, are populated by orga-

nizations that have tightly integrated operations to realize cost savings, together with

(typically) centralized decision-making and pay that is closely tied to �rm-level perfor-

mance. The results also re�ne these relationships. For example, while decentralization

and volatility are positively associated in equilibrium, volatility is not directly causing

decentralization. Instead, decentralization arises only as a part of the overall adjust-

ment in organizational design and simply decentralizing decision-making as a response

to an increase in volatility would actually worsen organizational performance.

JEL Classi�cations: D2, D8, L2
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�Achieving high performance in a business results from establishing and maintaining

a �t among three elements: the strategy of the �rm, its organizational design, and the

environment in which it operates.�(Roberts, 2004:12)

1 Introduction

The need for a �t among a �rm�s strategy, structure and its operating environment has been

extensively discussed by management and strategy scholars at least since Chandler�s Strategy

and Structure (1962). Building on this literature, this paper analyzes from an agency-

theoretic perspective the e¤ects of a �rm�s operating environment on its optimal choice

of organizational structure, as captured by the allocation of decisions rights (governance

structure), the compensation structure of its managers and its level of operational integration.

The framework thus makes the important distinction between administrative integration,

as captured by the choice of governance structure (centralization vs. decentralization) and

operational integration (such as the use of shared distribution and marketing channels among

the operating divisions), which re�ects the level of interdependencies across the operating

units, and models them as two distinct choice variables for the �rm.

The organization I analyze consists of two operating divisions headed by self-interested

division managers and a pro�t-maximizing headquarters, while the environment is charac-

terized by its volatility and the cost of information. The organizational challenge is one of

coordinated adaptation, where the organization needs to respond to changing market condi-

tions while retaining coordination between its activities. The division managers �rst acquire

information about their local conditions, then communicate that information strategically to

the decision-maker(s) and �nally the decision-maker(s) choose how the divisions will respond,

using the information available to them.

This setup is intended to capture the fundamental strategy tradeo¤ between (local) re-

sponsiveness and (global) e¢ ciency.1 In short, a �rm can generate value both through

customizing its products and their marketing to meet varying and changing local tastes

(increasing customer value) and through large-scale manufacturing and standardization (re-

ducing production costs). An important challenge faced by �rms is �nding the right balance

between the two. A key ingredient of the model is that this tradeo¤ is not only impacted

through the governance and compensation structures employed by the �rm, but also through
1This particular terminology is most common in the literature on multinational corporations. See, for

example, Bartlett (1986), Prahalad and Doz (1987) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989). However, the basic
tradeo¤ is also present in the general strategy literature, such as the choice between di¤erentiation and cost
leadership (Porter, 1980).
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its level of operational integration. Choosing an organizational structure that has a low level

of operational integration minimizes the extent of interdependencies across the activities and

thus allows for maximal local responsiveness. Increasing the level of operational integration

(such as the use of shared components or coordinated product development e¤orts) can bring

e¢ ciency bene�ts in terms of cost savings and synergies, but such integration increases the

level of interdependencies across the �rm�s activities and thus decreases local responsiveness.

The organizational design problem is then to choose the governance and compensation

structures, together with the level of operational integration, to maximize the expected orga-

nizational performance given the operating environment of the �rm. The level of operational

integration, by specifying the balance between e¢ ciency and responsiveness, determines how

much coordination is needed between the divisional responses and, as a result, also in�u-

ences both the nature and severity of the agency con�icts inside the organization. Therefore,

each level of operational integration is best managed through a particular combination of

governance and compensation structures. And because the governance and compensation

structures in�uence the value actually realized at any given level of operational integration,

all three need to be determined together as the optimal response to a given environment.

The results are broadly consistent with the common wisdom regarding the �t between

strategy, structure and the environment. Firms that operate in volatile environments pursue

a strategy of responsiveness through the combination of loosely integrated operations, de-

centralized decision-making and a compensation structure that re�ects primarily individual

divisional performance, while �rms that operate in stable environments pursue a strategy of

e¢ ciency through the combination of tightly integrated operations, (typically) centralized

decision-making and a compensation structure that re�ects �rm-wide performance.2 This

pattern arises because of three results. First, the equilibrium level of operational integra-

tion is decreasing in the volatility of the environment. Intuitively, an increase in volatility

increases the value of local responsiveness, which the organization achieves by reducing its

level of operational integration. Second, the use of �rm-wide incentives is generally increasing

in the level of operational integration under both governance structures. This result arises

because increasing the level of operational integration reduces the value of information (the

acquisition of which is best motivated through division-level incentives) while increasing the

agency con�icts in the transmission and use of information (which are best managed through

�rm-wide incentives). Third, loosely integrated operations are always best managed through

a decentralized governance structure, while centralized decision-making can be preferred only

2For classic contributions, see, for example, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), Galbraith (1973,1977) and
Minzberg (1979). In the context of MNCs, see, for example, Prahalad and Doz (1987) and Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1989). For recent contributions, see, for example, Brickley et al (2003) and Roberts (2004).
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when the level of operational integration is su¢ ciently high.

The results also re�ne these broad pattens, especially regarding the determinants of

decentralization. First, it is commonly argued that a decentralized structure is preferred

in more volatile environments because it is able to respond faster and make better use of

local information than a centralized structure. Indeed, in the model decentralization and

volatility are positively associated in equilibrium. However, volatility is not directly causing

decentralization. Instead, volatility reduces the optimal level of operational integration, and

it is this reduction in the level of operational integration that raises the relative gains from

decentralization. Thus, decentralization arises only as a part of the overall adjustment in

organizational design and in fact, exclusively decentralizing decision-making as a response

to an increase in volatility would actually decrease organizational performance.3

Second, for a given level of operational integration, centralization and the use of �rm-

wide incentives are substitutes. As a result, decentralization can be the preferred governance

structure for any level of operational integration, as long as the equilibrium use of �rm-

wide incentives is su¢ ciently high. This result follows from the observation that while an

increase in the use of �rm-wide incentives improves the accuracy of communication and the

quality of decision-making under both governance structures, decentralization bene�ts from

these improvements at a relatively faster rate. Therefore, when considering the choice of

governance structure, it is not su¢ cient to only consider the level of operational integration

desired, but we also need to consider the optimal compensation structure.

Third, because decentralization can be preferred for any levels of operational integration,

there is no simple relationship between the governance and compensation structures. In

particular, while centralization is always associated with relatively high levels of operational

integration, and thus with relatively heavy use of �rm-wide incentives, decentralization can

be associated either with low levels of operational integration and limited use of �rm-wide

incentives, or with high levels of operational integration and even heavier use of �rm-wide

incentives than a corresponding centralized structure. Overall, the results then suggest that

the distinction between administrative and operational integration is a potentially important

one, and highlight that when choosing its organizational structure, the �rm needs to not

only consider the �t with the environment, but also the �t among the design parameters

themselves.
3The presence of these interdependencies also provides one explanation why many corporate restructurings

have yielded disappointing results. For example, the attempt of Brown-Boveri to rationalize its production
in the 1970s got thwarted by the failure to simultaneously adjust managerial compensation and authority
structures: "Division managers in Germany and France were still measured and evaluated on their own
short-term results and had little incentive to help their Italian colleagues. To the contrary, the di¢ culties in
Italy gave the German managers an ability to turn around their business on their own and ignore the joint
integration plan." (Prahalad and Doz, 1987/1999:206).
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the related liter-

ature and section 3 outlines the model. Section 4 derives the expected performance of the

organization as a function of the environment and the design parameters. Section 5 analyzes

the optimal choice of the design parameters and the link between the organization and the

environment. Section 6 concludes.

2 Related Literature

The model builds directly on the framework developed in Alonso, Dessein and Matouschek

(2008) and Rantakari (2008). However, instead of focusing on the role that the allocation

of decision rights plays in managing communication and decision-making in organizations,

I focus on the interactions among di¤erent organizational design parameters and their joint

�t with the environment. Because of this integrative framework, the paper is most closely

related to Dessein, Garicano and Gertner (2009), Friebel and Raith (2009) and Athey and

Roberts (2001), each of which looks at the simultaneous determination of incentives and

decision-making authority from alternative angles. Friebel and Raith (2009) analyze a re-

source allocation problem, where division managers need to be motivated to exert e¤ort

to generate high-quality projects and then to communicate that information (truthfully) to

the headquarters. Dessein, Garicano and Gertner (2009) analyze a synergy implementation

problem, where the managers need to be motivated to exert productive e¤ort but also need

to be induced to make appropriate synergy implementation decisions. Athey and Roberts

(2001) combine the problem of inducing productive e¤ort with a project selection problem.

In all papers, the basic tradeo¤ is between providing focused incentives to induce e¤ort and

balanced incentives to induce truthful communication and/or appropriate decision-making,

with the allocation of decision rights impacting this tradeo¤.

The incentive provision problem in my setting also faces the same basic tension: focused

incentives to motivate information acquisition and balanced incentives to motivate accurate

transmission and use of that information. There are, however, a number of di¤erences. First,

the particular tension between motivating information acquisition and then motivating the

appropriate use of that information is absent in the other papers, and the analysis highlights

some features unique to this tradeo¤. Second, while the problem of coordinated decision-

making, which is the focus here, is somewhat analogous to the resource allocation and synergy

implementation problems, the problem is also qualitatively di¤erent. These di¤erences lead

to some di¤erences qualitative predictions, contrasted in section 5. Third, I consider the
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underlying con�guration of organizational resources as an additional choice variable, while

previous work takes it as exogenously given (or as a binomial choice).

Given the focus on �t, not only between the organization and the environment, but also

the organizational design parameters themselves, the analysis is also related to the broader

literature on complementarities and �t, such as Milgrom and Roberts (1990,1995) and Holm-

strom and Milgrom (1991,1994). The paper also contributes to the growing literature on the

role of authority and delegation in managing agency problems. Building on the cheap talk

literature that has followed Crawford and Sobel (1982), Dessein (2002), Harris and Raviv

(2005) and Alonso (2007), for example, examine how the allocation of decision rights can be

used to manage the tradeo¤ between biased decisions and information losses due to strate-

gic communication.4 Aghion and Tirole (1997) illustrate how delegation can be used as a

motivational tool for information acquisition by allowing the agent to freely use the infor-

mation he learns. My framework embeds both aspects of the problem and joins them with

the possibility of using monetary incentives, which allows us to examine the link between

delegation and incentives.5

Organizational structures have also been analyzed from various other angles. The paper

closest to mine is Dessein and Santos (2006), who analyze, in a team-theoretic model, the

limitations that the need for coordinated adaptation imposes on task specialization. Coor-

dination in their model is, however, constrained only because information transmission is

exogenously imperfect. Some further perspectives include information processing (for ex-

ample, Marshak and Radner, 1972, Bolton and Dewatripont, 1994), problem-solving (for

example, Garicano, 2000), screening for interdependencies (Harris and Raviv, 2002) and

coordination and experimentation (Qian, Roland and Xu, 2006). How the organizational

design impacts the competitive position of a �rm is investigated in Alonso, Dessein and

Matouschek (2009).

Finally, while the economic literature on organizational design is still relatively young,

there is a long history of management and strategy scholars that have analyzed the topic

of this paper. As a result, this paper owes an intellectual debt to a long string of contribu-

tions, including Simon (1947), Chandler (1962,1977), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), Galbraith

(1973,1977), Mintzberg (1979) and Porter (1980), among many others, in particular the later

works of Prahalad and Doz (1987), Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), Brickley et al (2003) and

Roberts (2004).

4See also Stein (1989) and Melumad and Shibano (1991)
5Further, a consequence of the need for coordination is that delegation can actually decrease the incentives

to acquire information, in contrast to Aghion and Tirole (1997).
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3 The Model

The organization I consider consists of two divisions, each managed by a strategic divi-

sion manager (he), and headquarters (she), who aims to maximize the overall pro�tability of

the organization. This section outlines the payo¤s, available actions and the timing of events.

Divisional pro�ts and alternative governance structures: The organization consists
of two (symmetric) divisions, i and j: The pro�tability of each division depends on both

how well the activities of the division are aligned with its local conditions and how well

the divisions are coordinated with each other. Given the decisions di and dj regarding the

operations of divisions i and j, respectively, the realized pro�ts of division i are given by

�i (�i; di; dj) = K (�)� � (dj � di)2 � � (�i � di)2 ;

where �i � U
�
��; �

�
indexes the locally optimal decision for division i; with �i and �j inde-

pendently distributed and � > 0 measuring the volatility of the environment. Let �2� =
�
2

3

denote this ex ante volatility. The alignment of the division with its local conditions is mea-

sured by � (�i � di)2 ; while the alignment with the other division is measured by � (dj � di)2 :
The realized pro�ts of the organization are given by �i + �j:

The �rst two design variables for the organization are the allocation of decision rights

and the level of operational integration � 2 [0;1): The allocation of decision rights re�ects
the extent of administrative integration in the organization, and is modeled as the choice

between centralization, under which the headquarters retains control of both divisions, and

decentralization, under which control over the divisions is delegated to their respective divi-

sion managers. I will use superscript g 2 fcent; decg to denote the two governance structures.
The level of operational integration, on the other hand, measures the level of interde-

pendencies across the organization�s activities, as determined by the extent to which the

organization uses shared manufacturing facilities, distribution networks, coordinated prod-

uct development e¤orts and the like. As separate from administrative integration, it thus

re�ects the operational interdependencies inside the organization. The bene�ts of such inte-

gration are captured by an increasing and continuous function K (�) ; where the bene�ts are

generally viewed as coming from the potential reduction in operating costs that result from

the elimination of duplicated assets, the increased scale of the remaining operations and the

realization of potential synergies across the activities. The cost of such integration is that

as the operations become more tightly coupled, the behavior of the divisions needs to be

increasingly coordinated to realize all these bene�ts. This induced value of coordination is
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captured by � (dj � di)2 :
To summarize, the model makes the distinction between administrative integration, as

captured by the governance structure of the organization, and operational integration, which

re�ects the underlying con�guration of its productive assets. Further, the types of integra-

tion are two separate design parameters for the organization. For example, an organization

can choose a tightly integrated operating technology but still choose to manage it in a de-

centralized fashion.6

Division managers: Each division is headed by a risk-neutral division manager (managers
i and j, respectively), who are the key strategic actors in the model. Their task consists of in-

formation acquisition, communication and, in the case of decentralization, decision-making.

Their behavior is controlled through the third choice variable, which is their compensation

structure. I assume that manager i is o¤ered a linear incentive contract

Ti (�i; �j) = Ai + (1� s)�i (�i; di; dj) + s�j (�j; di; dj) ;

where the amount of pro�t-sharing s 2
�
0; 1

2

�
measures the extent of �rm-wide incentives in

managerial compensation. If s = 0; then the division managers are compensated only based

on their divisional performance, while if s! 1=2; then their compensation comes to depend

only on �rm-wide performance.7

Timing of events: The organizational design parameters (g; s; �) are used to manage
the unfolding of events summarized in �gure 1. First, the division managers invest in ac-

quiring information about their local market conditions. In particular, manager i acquires

at personal cost C (�2�; qi) a signal ti that matches the realized state �i with probability qi
and is a random draw from the state distribution otherwise. The manager does not learn

whether the signal is correct or not, so that his posterior for the local state will be given by

6As observed by Porter (1990:17):"A �rm faces an array of options in both con�guration and coordination
for each activity. Con�guration options range from concentrated (performing an activity in one location and
serving the world from it - e.g., one R&D lab, one large plant) to dispersed (performing each activity in each
country). In the latter case, each country would have a complete value chain. Coordination options range
from none to very high. For example, if a �rm produces its product in three plants, it could, at one extreme,
allow each plant to operate with full autonomy �e.g., di¤erent product standards and features, di¤erent steps
in the production process, di¤erent raw materials, di¤erent part numbers. At the other extreme, the plants
could be tightly coordinated by employing the same information systems, the same production processes,
the same parts, and so forth."

7This pro�t-sharing rule arises as the equilibrium among the class of linear contracts Ti (�i; �j) = Ai +
sii�i (�i; di; dj) + sij�j (�j ; di; dj) ; subject to the constraint that sii + sji � 1; so that there is no budget
breaker available and the headquarters simply sells the �rm to the agents and designs the shares to maximize
the net surplus generated subject to the share constraint (teams problem).
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The level of operational integration, the
allocation of the decision rights and the

incentive structure are chosen

Division managers invest in information acquisition

Division managers communicate with the
decisionmaker(s) through one round of

simultaneous cheap talk

Decisions are made

Payoffs are realized

(i) Timing of events

i j

ti tjdi dj

mj

mi

HQ

pi pj

i j

ti tjdi dj

mjmi

HQ

pi pj

(A) Centralization (B) Decentralization

(ii) Alternative governance structures

Figure 1: The timing of events and the alternative governance structures.

Ei (�ijti) = qiti:
Forecasting the results, the value of accuracy in terms of expected pro�ts will be quadratic

in qi: As a result, I de�ne pi = q2i and will refer to pi as the quality of primary information.

The cost of information acquisition is assumed to be given by

C (�2�; pi) = ���2� (pi + ln(1� pi)) ;

where � parameterizes the (marginal) cost of information. Making the cost of informa-

tion to be proportional to �2� turns out to be a convenient normalization while the particular

functional form simpli�es the analysis without impacting the qualitative nature of the re-

sults. As a �nal simpli�cation, I assume that the choice of pi by the managers is observable

but not veri�able to the organizational participants.

Having acquired their private information, the division managers strategically commu-

nicate their information to the decision-maker(s) through one round of simultaneous cheap

talk. In the case of centralization, communication occurs vertically to the headquarters,

while in the case of decentralization, communication occurs horizontally between the divi-

sion managers. Finally, after communication, the decision-maker(s) choose their decisions

conditional on the information available to them. In the case of centralization, the head-

quarters makes decisions to maximize the overall pro�ts of the organization, while in the

case of decentralization, the division managers make decisions to maximize their individual
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payo¤s, as determined by their compensation structure.

The organizational design problem: In the beginning of the game, the headquarters
chooses the organizational design parameters to maximize the expected net surplus, as deter-

mined by the Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the game described above. That is, she

chooses the level of pro�t-sharing s, the governance structure g and the level of operational

integration � to maximize

max
g;s;�

X
k=i;j

(E (�gk (�; s; �))� C (�2�; p
g
k (�; s))) ;

subject to the equilibrium level of information acquisition, equilibrium accuracy of com-

munication and equilibrium decisions.

Basic assumptions: As described, the model makes a number of simplifying assump-

tions to keep the analysis tractable. In particular, I do not allow for message-contingent

decision rules and transfers (or general non-linear compensation contracts). Commitment to

a message-contingent decision rule would make the allocation of authority irrelevant, while

maintaining ex post incentive compatibility of decisions but allowing for non-linear com-

pensation schemes would improve the performance of both governance structures, with the

relative improvement ex ante ambiguous. However, within the class of linear contracts and

the assumed functional form for the pro�t function, the qualitative results are robust to

various alternatives, such as general cost functions. A discussion of these extensions can be

found in Appendix C.

4 Expected Pro�tability and Organizational Design

Before analyzing the link between organizational design and the environment, we need to

�rst understand how the expected pro�ts of the organization depend on the design para-

meters (g; �; s) : Intuitively, the organizational performance will depend on (i) how accurate

information is acquired by the division managers and (ii) the use that the organization makes

of the information generated. These two aspects are clearly interdependent. In particular,

the incentives to acquire information will depend on its value as perceived by the division

managers, and thus on how well the organization uses that information. As a result, section

4.1 will �rst analyze the use of information, as determined by the equilibrium decisions and

the accuracy of communication under a given organizational structure (g; �; s) ; while section
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4.2 analyzes how the incentives to acquire information are in�uenced by the organizational

structure. Section 5 completes the analysis by examining the link between the preferred

organizational design and the environment.

4.1 Equilibrium use (and value) of information

The solution to the equilibrium use of information follows through backward induction. First,

we analyze how the organizational structure in�uences the equilibrium decisions (section

4.1.1), after which we can determine how the organizational structure in�uences the accuracy

of communication (section 4.1.2). Having the equilibrium decisions and the accuracy of

communication, we can then determine the overall value of information to the organization

(section 4.1.3). These steps parallel the analysis in Alonso et al. (2008) and Rantakari

(2008), with the introduction of imperfect local information.

4.1.1 Equilibrium decisions

In the decision-making stage, the decision-maker(s) use the information available to them to

maximize their individual payo¤s. Let ti and tj denote the signals acquired by the division

managers and mi and mj denote the messages sent to the decision-maker(s) in the communi-

cation stage. Then, in the case of centralization, the decisions are made by the headquarters

and she solves max
di;dj

E (�i + �jjmi;mj) ; while in the case of decentralization, the decisions are

made by the division managers, where manager i solves max
di
E ((1� s)�i + s�jjti;mi;mj) :

The equilibrium decisions are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 1 Equilibrium decisions:

(i) dcenti =
(�+2�)EHQ(�ijmi)+2�EHQ(�j jmj)

�+4�

(ii) ddeci = (1�s)�
(1�s)�+�Ei (�ijsi)+

�
(1�s)�+2�Ei (Ej (�jjsj) jmj)+

�2

((1�s)�+�)((1�s)�+2�)Ej (Ei (�ijsi) jmi)

(iii) Conditional on the quality of information, the bias in the equilibrium decisions un-

der decentralization is decreasing in the amount of pro�t-sharing s and it is non-monotone

in the level of operational integration �: For any s; the bias is maximized at an intermediate

level of operational integration � = �
4

p
2 (1� s):
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Proof. See Appendix A.1

As the level of operational integration � is increased, the decisions under both governance

structures naturally become less responsive to information about the local conditions of that

division and more responsive to information about the local conditions of the other division,

re�ecting the increasing need for coordination between the divisions. Under centralization,

the decisions are (by assumption) pro�t-maximizing conditional on the information available

to the headquarters. Under decentralization, on the other hand, the fact that the division

managers place relatively more weight on the performance of their own division whenever

(1 � s) > s leads to biased decision-making. This bias is naturally decreasing in the level

of pro�t-sharing s: More importantly, and what will play an important role later in the

analysis, this bias is non-monotone in the importance of coordination. When � = 0; the two

divisions are fully independent and maximizing joint pro�ts is equivalent to maximizing the

individual performance of each division. Thus, the decisions of the division managers will be

pro�t-maximizing even when s = 0: Similarly, when � !1; so that divisional performance
becomes extremely sensitive to the amount of coordination between the divisions, the division

managers are willing to coordinate even if they care only about the performance of their own

divisions. It is only for intermediate �; or when the tension between coordination and local

adaptation is the largest, when the decisions under decentralization are particularly biased.

Finally, it is worth noting that I have only referred to the size of the bias, not its actual

payo¤ consequences. The payo¤ consequences are analyzed in section 4.1.3, after having

analyzed the equilibrium communication and derived the equilibrium expected pro�ts.

4.1.2 Equilibrium communication

The communication stage is modeled as a cheap-talk game between the privately informed

division managers and the decision-maker(s). Knowing how the equilibrium decisions depend

on the beliefs of the decision-maker(s), the division managers send simultaneously non-

veri�able messagesmi andmj regarding the signals si and sj they received in the information

acquisition stage. A preference con�ict between the sender and the receiver over the preferred

response to the information held by the sender will lead the sender to try to strategically

manipulate his messages to induce more favorable decisions. Of course, in equilibrium, such

attempts to mislead the decision-maker(s) are futile and only lead to loss of information.

Following Crawford and Sobel (1982) and the subseqent literature, I focus on the most

informative partition equilibrium of the cheap talk game, where the division managers reveal

only that the signals they received belong to a particular interval of the state space.
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The organizational structure (g; s; �) in�uences both how sensitive the organizational

performance is to strategic communication and how accurate that communication is. With

respect to the accuracy of communication, the quadratic structure of the payo¤s allows us to

capture the loss of information (accuracy of communication) through the expected variance of

the recipients beliefs around the true information held by the sender, E (ti � E (tijmi (ti)))
2 :

In the present setting, we can further write this as (1� V gi (s; �))�2�; where �2� is the ex
ante variance of the local conditions and V gi (s; �) 2 [34 ; 1] measures the accuracy of com-
munication, as determined by the equilibrium to the cheap talk game. The solution and its

properties are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 2 Equilibrium communication:

(i) V centi (s; �) = 3(1�s)(2�+�)
�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�) and V

dec
i (s; �) = 3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)

((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)

(ii) @V gi (s;�;�)

@s
� 0; @V

cent
i (s;�;�)

@�
� 0 and @V deci (s;�;�)

@�
� 0:

(iii) V centi (s; �) � V deci (s; �) 8s; �.

Proof. See Appendix A.2

As expected, the accuracy of communication is increasing in the level of pro�t-sharing un-

der both governance structures, as pro�t-sharing aligns the division managers�interests both

with each other and with the goal of overall pro�t-maximization. As s ! 1
2
; V gi (s; �) ! 1

and communication becomes perfect under both governance structures: The impact of oper-

ational integration, on the other hand, depends on the governance structure. Increasing the

level of operational integration reduces the accuracy of communication under centralization

while it increases the accuracy of communication under decentralization. This di¤erence

results from the di¤erential purpose of communication under the two governance structures.

Under centralization, the division managers communicate to the headquarters to induce lo-

cal adaptation. When the level of operational integration is increased, the headquarters

becomes increasingly insensitive to those local needs and the vertical con�ict between the

division managers and the headquarters increases, reducing the accuracy of communication.

Under decentralization, the division managers communicate with each other to achieve better

coordination. When the level of operational integration is increased, the division managers

become increasingly responsive to each others�needs, reducing the level of horizontal con�ict

and improving the accuracy of communication.
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Note, however, that while the accuracy of communication is in�uenced by the organiza-

tional structure, so is the value of that communication. Under centralization the value of

communication is decreasing in �; as the headquarters becomes increasingly non-responsive

to the information acquired. Under decentralization, on the other hand, the value of com-

munication is increasing in �; re�ecting the increasing value of coordination between the

division managers. Because in both cases the value and accuracy of communication move in

the same direction, we cannot yet say anything about the pro�t consequences of the equi-

librium inaccuracies in the information transmission. Further, while communication is more

accurate under centralization, it is intuitively also more valuable because of the separation

of decision-making authority from direct access to local information. Thus, to make more

precise comparisons in terms of the payo¤ consequences of the communication equilibrium,

we need to solve how the expected pro�ts depend on the accuracy of communication.

4.1.3 Expected pro�ts and the value of information

Substituting the equilibrium decisions and the quality of communication to the pro�t func-

tions and taking expectations allows us to write the expected pro�tability of the organization

as

E

 X
k=i;j

�gk(s; �; �)

!
=
X
k=i;j

(K (�)� ��2� + p
g
k(�; s; �)	

g
k (s; �)�

2
�) ;

where pgk(�; s) is the accuracy of the signals acquired by the division managers (quality of pri-

mary information), and 	gk (s; �) measures how well the organization uses that information

(value of information), as a function of its organizational structure (g; s; �).

To better understand the determinants behind the value of information 	gk (s; �), we can

view it to be composed of four parts. First, if the two divisions were completely independent,

then the value of information would simply be �; the value of adaptation. When � > 0;

then the value of information is reduced below � for three reasons. First, the need for

coordination makes even the pro�t-maximizing decisions less adaptive to local conditions.

Second, biased decision-making further reduces the ex ante value of information. Third, some

of the information is lost due to strategic communication. Indeed, the quadratic structure

of the payo¤s makes the four components separable, so that the value of information takes

the form

	gk (s; �) = �� �FBk (�)| {z }
value absent agency con�icts

� ��gk(s; �)| {z }
loss due to biased decisions

� �gk(s; �) (1� V
g
k (s; �))| {z }

loss due to strategic communication

:
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The basic comparative statics are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 3 Properties of the value of information, 	gi (s; �):

(i) The value of information is decreasing in the level of operational integration and in-

creasing in the amount of pro�t-sharing under both governance structures: @	gi (s;�)

@�
� 0 and

@	gi (s;�)

@s
� 0.

(ii) The value of information is higher under centralization whenever � is su¢ ciently high

and s is su¢ ciently low: 	centi (s; �) � 	deci (s; �) if and only if � � b�(s); with @b�(s)
@s

> 0.

Proof. See appendix A.3

The basic impact of � and s on the value of information is thus similar under the two

governance structures. For any given �; increasing the amount of pro�t-sharing s reduces

the losses due to strategic communication and biased decision-making, thus increasing the

value of information. Similarly, for any given level of s; increasing the level of operational

integration � reduces the sensitivity of the equilibrium decisions to the information generated

and thus reduces the value of information.8

While the two governance structures share the same qualitative features on how 	gi (s; �)

depends on � and s; they di¤er systematically in the quantitative impact that the rest of

the organizational structure has on the value of information. To build intuition for this

result, note that any di¤erences in the value of information arise from di¤erences in the

loss due to biased decisions, ��gk(s; �); and in the loss due to strategic communication,

�gk(s; �) (1� V
g
k (s; �)) : As discussed in section 4.1.1, the bias in the equilibrium decisions

under decentralization is largest for intermediate levels of operational integration and de-

creasing in the level of pro�t-sharing. The payo¤ consequences of this bias are illustrated in

panel (i) of �gure 2. Paralleling the size of the bias, the losses are largest for intermediate �

and converging to zero whenever � ! 0; � ! 1 or s ! 1=2: As discussed in section 4.1.2,

while the accuracy of communication is always higher under centralization, so is the value

of accurate communication. The net e¤ect is illustrated in panel (ii), which shows that the

loss due to strategic communication is generally higher under centralization. This result re-

�ects the observation that while communication is more accurate under centralization, that

8Under centralization, this e¤ect is reinforced by the fact that the loss due to strategic communication is
also monotonically increasing in �; thus resolving the ambiguity left in section 4.1.2. Under decentralization,
the loss due to strategic communication is also increasing in � almost everywhere. While the loss due to
biased decisions is non-monotone, this non-monotonicity is outweighed by the other forces.
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Figure 2: The relationship between the governance structure and 	gi (s; �)

accuracy is even more valuable, so that the expected loss due to strategic communication is

actually smaller under decentralization. Centralization performs particularly poorly for low

�; in which case the information held by the division managers is particularly valuable to

headquarters, while a signi�cant portion of it is lost when communicated to the headquarters.

The di¤erence in the value of information, which is then the net e¤ect of the losses in

panels (i) and (ii) is given in panel (iii). For su¢ ciently low �; the bias in the equilibrium

decisions under decentralization is not that large and, as a result, the bene�t of removing

this bias through centralized decision-making is never big enough to compensate the large

cost in terms of strategic communication. Relatedly, while increasing the amount of pro�t-

sharing naturally improves both the quality of decision-making under decentralization and

the accuracy of communication under both governance structures, it improves the quality

of decision-making at a relatively faster rate. As a result, when we increase the level of

pro�t-sharing, the remaining agency losses are increasingly due to strategic communication,

making decentralization increasingly attractive. It is thus only for su¢ ciently high � and

su¢ ciently low s that centralization makes better use of the available information, with the

advantage of centralization being largest for intermediate �, or when decision-making under

decentralization would be at its worst.

4.2 Managerial information acquisition

Having analyzed the value of information, we can now complete the picture on how organi-

zational performance depends on the organizational structure by analyzing the information

acquisition choice of the managers. For this result, it is important to note that the infor-

mation acquired will have an asymmetric impact on the pro�tability of the two divisions,
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bene�ting the division whose manager is doing the acquisition while imposing a negative

externality on the other division. Analogous to the decomposition in terms of the sources of

losses, we can write the value of ti as

	gi (s; �) = �� �gi (s; �)| {z }
bene�t to division i

� �gj (s; �)| {z }
negative externality on division j

:

In other words, the value of ti to division i is ���gi (s; �) ; where �
g
i (s; �) is the total reduc-

tion in the value of information for division i (as determined by (g; s; �)); while �gj (s; �) is

the negative externality that the information imposes on the other division. The reason for

the presence of this negative externality is the fact that whenever � > 0; an improvement in

the precision of ti causes di to be more locally responsive, which in turn increases division

j0s coordination costs.

Now, because the pro�t-sharing level s induces the manager to place a weight (1� s)
on the performance of his division while placing a weight s on the performance of the other

division, we can write the value of information to the division managers (the perceived value

of information) as

e	gi (s; �) = (1� s) (�� �gi (s; �))� s�gj (s; �) = (1� s)	gi (s; �) + (1� 2s)�gj (s; �) :
The value of information to the division managers is thus proportional to the true value

of information, plus the non-internalized part of the negative externality on the other divi-

sion. With this notation, manager i0s optimization problem becomes simply

max
pi
pie	gi (s; �)�2� � C (�2�; pi) ;

which gives us the equilibrium quality of primary information as pgi (s; �; �) =
e	gi (s;�)e	gi (s;�)+� ;

the properties of which are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 4 Properties of the quality of primary information, pgi (�; s; �):

(i) The quality of primary information is decreasing in the level of operational integration

(�), the cost of information (�) and the amount of pro�t-sharing (s) under both governance

structures: @pgi (�;s;�)

@�
;
@pgi (�;s;�)

@�
and @pgi (�;s;�)

@s
� 0.

(ii) For given (s; �), the quality of primary information acquired under decentralization is

higher unless � is su¢ ciently high and s is su¢ ciently low: pcenti (�; s; �) � pdeci (�; s; �) if

and only if � � �(s); with @�(s)
@s

> 0
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Figure 3: The relationship between the governance structure and pgi (s; �; �)

Proof. See appendix A.4

As with the value of information, the accuracy of the signals acquired under the two

governance structures share the qualitative comparative statics with respect to the rest of

the variables. Not surprisingly, the quality of information acquired is decreasing in the cost

of that information. Similarly, it is decreasing in the level of operational integration, as an

increase in � reduces the value of information. More importantly, the quality of information

is decreasing in the level of pro�t-sharing, despite the fact that the value of information is

increasing. The reason for this result is that as we increase the level of pro�t-sharing, the

more weight the manager places on the negative externality that the information acquired

imposes on the other division and the less weight he places on the positive value realized by

his division. As a result, while the value of information is increasing to the organization,

the (perceived) value of that information to the division managers is decreasing. Finally,

because I have assumed that the cost of information is proportional to �2�; p
g
i is independent

of �2�:

While the two governance structures thus share the basic qualitative features of pgi (�; s; �) ;

they again di¤er in a systematic way in the quantitative impact that the the rest of the de-

sign parameters have on the quality of primary information. To analyze these di¤erences,

note that the di¤erence in the quality of information acquired is directly related to the dif-

ference in the perceived value of information, and the di¤erence in the perceived value of

information is, in turn, determined by di¤erences in the true value of information and in

the size of the negative externality. As discussed in section 4.1.3, the true value of informa-

tion is higher under decentralization whenever � is su¢ ciently low or s is su¢ ciently high.

Second, the negative externality is always larger under decentralization. This result follows
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because �gj (s; �) re�ects the coordination costs that di imposes on the other division, and

the equilibrium decisions are always more adaptive under decentralization. These di¤erences

are illustrated in �gure 3.

The net e¤ect of these two forces is that the perceived value of information (and thus

the quality of information acquired by the division managers) is almost always higher under

decentralization for a given (s; �) ; with the di¤erence largest for low � and s: For interme-

diate �; the large negative externality is countered by the signi�cantly lower true value of

information, while the negative externality gets eliminated when s ! 1=2 or � ! 1: In
short, for a given (s; �) ; decentralization almost always generates more information but a

centralized structure is able to make better use of that information for � su¢ ciently high

and s su¢ ciently low. With these results, we can then analyze how (g; s; �) are determined

in equilibrium.

5 Choice of Organizational Design

Given the analysis of section 4, we can write our optimization problem as

max
g;s;�

X
k=i;j

�
K (�)� ��

2

3
+ (pgk(�; s; �)	

g
k (s; �)� �C(p

g
k(�; s; �)))�

2
�

�

s.t. pgk(�; s; �) =
e	gi (s;�)e	gi (s;�)+� :

We can decompose the design problem into three steps. First, we can solve for the level

of pro�t-sharing for a given governance structure. Second, we can consider the choice of

governance structure itself. Since this part is independent of �2�; the compensation and gov-

ernance structures are solely determined by (�; �).9 Knowing the equilibrium g and s; we

can then determine the optimal level of operational integration and examine how the overall

organizational design varies with the environment. The basic relationships are summarized

in the following proposition:

9Any potential dependency on �2� can be understood through changes in � through
d�
d�2�
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Proposition 5 Choice of organizational structure:

(i) The equilibrium level of pro�t-sharing is unique given (g,�,�) and it is decreasing in

the cost of information and typically increasing in the level of operational integration under

both governance structures: @sg

@�
� 0 and @sg

@�
& 0:

(ii) Centralization is preferred over decentralization if and only if the level of operational in-

tegration (�) and the cost of information (�) are su¢ ciently high: � � � (�) ; with @�(�)

@�
� 0.

Further, whenever centralization is preferred, scent(�; �) < sdec(�; �):

(iii) The optimal level of operational integration is decreasing in the volatility of the en-

vironment and increasing in the cost of information: d�
d�2�

� 0 and d�
d�
� 0: Whenever there

is a change in the governace structure, this change is discrete.

Proof. See Appendix A.5

To build some intuition for the results, consider �rst the choice of pro�t-sharing. The

�rst-order condition is�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @pgi

@s
+ pgi

@	gi (s;�)

@s
= 0;

where the �rst part measures the marginal value of further information acquisition while

the second part measures the improvement in the use of that information. Under both gov-

ernance structures, the basic tradeo¤ is thus the same: increasing the level of pro�t-sharing

reduces the quality of primary information acquired by the division managers
�
@pgi
@s
< 0
�

while improving the use of that information
�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
> 0
�
. Now, as � increases, pgi decreases

and thus the value of pro�t-sharing is reduced. Intuitively, since there is less information,

it is less damaging for the organization not to use that information accurately. Instead, s is

decreased to restore some of the incentives to acquire information. Similar logic applies with

respect to �: As the level of operational integration is increased, both the agency losses and

the negative externality �gj (s; �) increase, while the value of information decreases, making

pro�t-sharing both more valuable and less costly to the organization.10

The intuition for the choice of governance structure, in turn, follows from our discussion

in section 4. The choice of s balances the losses due to suboptimal information acquisition
10These e¤ects are countered by the fact that as � increases, information becomes less valuable and so pgi

also decreases. Further, under decentralization, the agency losses can be non-monotone in �: However, for
the equilibrium governance structure, the result holds (for a region under decentralization it is negative but
for those parameters, centralization is never the preferred governance structure).
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and suboptimal use of that information. The governance structure, in turn, helps to relax

this tradeo¤. In section 4 we saw that whenever � is su¢ ciently low or s is su¢ ciently

large, then decentralization is able to both generate more information and make better use

of that information. Given the monotonicity of sg in �; we can thus conclude that decentral-

ization is a more e¢ cient choice both when � is su¢ ciently low and when � is su¢ ciently

low. Centralization is preferred only when the value of information is su¢ ciently higher

under centralization to outweigh the motivational advantage of decentralization in terms

of information acquisition. Further, because the value of information must be higher un-

der centralization whenever centralization is preferred, decentralization will correspondingly

bene�t relatively more from additional pro�t-sharing and thus scent(�; �) < sdec(�; �): In

other words, the advantage of centralization is to make relatively good use of the informa-

tion generated even at low levels of pro�t-sharing. This advantage is most valuable when �

is high because then the need to motivate information acquisition is the highest (and sg will

be the lowest).

Finally, the choice of operational integration balances the bene�t of improved e¢ ciency

K(�) with the cost of reduced equilibrium adaptiveness of the organization. While the choice

of s had a unique solution, the choice of � can easily have multiple local maxima. However, we

can establish that the pro�t function is submodular in � and �2� while being supermodular in

� and �; even after accounting for the equilibrium choice of g and s: Intuitively, an increase in

the volatility of the operating environment increases the costs of compromised adaptiveness

and so the level of operational integration will be decreasing in �2�: Similarly, an increase in

� reduces pgi ; which in turn reduces the cost of operational integration because there is less

information that the organization can respond to.

We can thus summarize the main relationships as follows: the level of pro�t-sharing is

increasing in the level of operational integration while decreasing in the cost of information

under both governance structures. Centralization arises as the preferred governance struc-

ture only when both the level of operational integration and the cost of information are

su¢ ciently large. Finally, the optimal level of operational integration is decreasing in the

level of volatility and increasing in the cost of information. Having identi�ed the key rela-

tionships, we can now move on to considering how the overall organizational design varies

with the environment.
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5.1 The relationship between organizational design and the envi-

ronment

The general pattern of the relationship between organizational design and the environment

that arises from proposition 5 matches closely the common wisdom in the management liter-

ature. Organizations operating in stable environments are tightly integrated, typically cen-

trally governed and have a signi�cant portion of the division managers�pay tied to �rm-level

performance. In contrast, �rms operating in volatile environments are loosely integrated,

with decentralized decision-making and pay tied mainly to divisional performance.

To illustrate the results, �gure 4 shows the equilibrium solution for a particular parame-

terization of K(�).11 The �rst panel illustrates the comparative statics with respect to �2�:

When the environment is stable, the the organization is tightly integrated, centralized and

makes relatively heavy use of �rm-wide incentives. As the level of volatility increases, the

level of operational integration and the amount of pro�t-sharing decrease. Eventually, the

preferred governance structure switches to decentralization, which, as shown in proposition

5, is associated with a discrete reduction in the level of operational integration and a discrete

increase in the level of pro�t-sharing. If the baseline cost of information was lower, then the

comparative statics would be similar but the level of operational integration would be lower

for any �2� and the switch to decentralization would occur earlier.

The second panel illustrates the comparative statics with respect to �: Now, when infor-

mation is cheap, the organization is decentralized with a low level of operational integration

and low level of pro�t-sharing to maintain local responsiveness. As the cost of information

increases, the level of operational integration and the amount of pro�t-sharing increase and

eventually the governance structure switches to centralization, with the switch associated

with a discrete reduction in the amount of pro�t-sharing and a discrete increase in the level

of operational integration. If the baseline volatility would be higher, then the level of opera-

tional integration would be lower at any cost of information and the switch to centralization

would occur later.

Beyond con�rming this much-discussed pattern, there are three results that deserve sep-

arate discussion.

The relationship between decentralization and volatility: It is commonly argued
that when �rms face an increase in the volatility of their market conditions, they should

decentralize their decision-making authority to improve their local responsiveness. Indeed,

11K (�) = K

�
1� e��1

�
r�2

��r�3

��
; where K = 4; �1 = 2:5; �2 = 0:5;= � = 1:2 and �3 = 0:5
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there is emerging empirical evidence supporting a positive relationship between decentral-

ization and volatility (e.g. Nagar 2002 and Wulf 2006) and the model also generates such an

equilibrium relationship. However, and what is the key here, volatility is not directly causing

decentralization in the model. Instead, an increase in volatility warrants a reduction in the

level of operational integration, and it is that reduction in the level of operational integra-

tion that converts the organization into one that is better managed through a decentralized

decision-making structure. Indeed, because the optimal governance structure is directly in-

dependent of the level of volatility, simply decentralizing decision-making authority would

worsen organizational performance.

While this comparative static is made stark by the assumption that the cost of infor-

mation is proportional to the volatility of the environment, having understood how � and

�2� independently impact the optimal organizational design, we can now consider any co-

movements between the two. Indeed, from proposition 5 we can directly infer that, absent

adjustments in �; decentralization becomes more attractive if and only if the relative cost

of information is decreasing in �2� :
@�
@�2�

< 0: We also have a clear intuition for why this

would be the case: a reduction in the relative cost of information relaxes the tradeo¤ be-

tween motivating information acquisition and then using that information appropriately.

The relaxation of this constraint allows the organization to increase the equilibrium level of

pro�t-sharing, which in turn bene�ts decentralization relatively more and makes it a more

attractive governance structure.

The substitutability of centralization and �rm-wide performance pay: It is
often suggested that as it becomes increasingly possible to align division managers with the

goals of the �rm, the more attractive decentralization becomes because the managers now

take better into account the �rm-wide consequences of their actions.12 This verbal account,

however, ignores the fact that increasing the degree of incentive alignment also makes the

managers more cooperative with the headquarters. In short, increasing the alignment of

the division managers with the goals of the �rm bene�ts both centralized and decentralized

governance structures and it becomes an issue of quantitative di¤erences in the bene�ts.

In the present model, the suggestion holds because the bene�ts of incentive alignment are

accruing at a faster rate under decentralization. This result also leads to another conclusion,

which is that when determining whether to centralize or decentralize decision-making, it is

not only enough to look at the level of operational integration that is desired, but also to

what extent the organization can use pro�t-sharing to align the incentives of the division

managers. If pro�t-sharing is su¢ ciently easy (cost of information is low), then decentral-

12Also referred to as the alignment principle (see, for instance, Milgrom and Roberts, 1992).
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ization continues to be preferred independent of the level of operational integration. It is

only when information is su¢ ciently costly (and so pro�t-sharing su¢ ciently expensive) that

centralized decision-making can be preferred.

The relationship between the use of �rm-wide incentives and the governance
structure: Some recent studies have examined the relationships among the governance
structure, the use of �rm-wide incentives and other variables. One strand, focusing on del-

egation and volatility, has found that �rms operating in environments that exhibit more

volatility and higher informational asymmetries are more decentralized and that decentral-

ization is generally associated with pay that is more tied to �rm-level performance (Nagar

2002 and Wulf 2006, for example). The second strand, focusing on the role of operational in-

tegration, has found that an increase in interdependencies across operating units is generally

associated with a decrease in delegation and an increase in the use of �rm-level performance

measures (Bushman et al 1995, Christie et al 2003, Colombo and Delmasto 2004 and Aber-

nethy et al 2004).

The results from the model are clearly consistent with these empirical results. In addi-

tion, the results from the model help to reconcile the apparently con�icting conclusions that

both decentralization and centralization are associated with heavier use of �rm-level perfor-

mance measures. By noting that the optimal compensation structure depends on both the

level of operational integration and the governance structure, we can actually identify three

di¤erent regions: (i) centralized organizations with high levels of operational integration,

making heavy use of �rm-wide incentives, (ii) decentralized organizations with comparable

levels of operational integration, making even heavier use of �rm-wide incentives and (iii)

decentralized organizations with low levels of operational integration, making little use of

�rm-wide incentives. Thus, depending on the level of operational integration, decentral-

ization can indeed be associated with either more or less �rm-level performance pay than

centralization.

The �rst result is, to my knowledge, new in the literature while the latter two are also

qualitatively di¤erent from both Dessein, Garicano and Gertner (2009) and Friebel and Raith

(2009). The reason is that in both papers, the "integrated" task is always better performed

through a "centralized" structure, thus leading to a one-to-one relationship between what

I have called administrative and operational integration (of course, their models deal with

di¤erent organizational tasks but the parallels are there), which then caused a one-to-one

relationship between the compensation and governance structures, with centralization al-

ways associated with heavier use of �rm-wide incentives. The results here highlight that

administrative and operational integration are two distinct design parameters, where decen-
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tralized decision-making can be preferred even at high levels of operational integration, and

so also eliminating the simple relationship between equilibrium compensation and governance

structures.

5.2 Some extensions

5.2.1 General cost functions

The results of section 5 were derived under the assumption that the cost of information is

given by C(pi; �2�) = ���2� (pi + ln(1� pi)) : The qualitative results extend, however, to any
well-behaved cost functions. The reason for this lies in the fact that the primary economic

driver for the di¤erences in organizational design lie in the di¤erential impact that the

governance structures have on 	gi (s; �) and e	gi (s; �) ; not what the common C(pi; �2�) looks
like. However, because the exact results do make use of both C 00(:) and C 000(:); some of

the results may not hold locally, even if the global tradeo¤s are unchanged. The extent to

which the results generalize is discussed in Appendix C.1. For example, it is possible that

the relationship between decentralization and both � and �2� is non-monotone, even if it

continues to be the case that as the level of operational integration is su¢ ciently low or the

equilibrium level of pro�t-sharing is su¢ ciently high, decentralization is always preferred,

while for su¢ ciently high � and low s; centralization is preferred. There is, however, a more

economically relevant reason why the relationship between volatility and decentralization

can be non-monotone, discussed next.

5.2.2 Endogenous strength of incentives

A key simpli�cation with respect to the compensation structure of the managers was that

the analysis only focused on a pro�t-sharing agreements where the total pro�ts �i+ �j were

divided between the two division managers. Another dimension in which the compensation of

managers generally varies is in the strength of incentives - how sensitive is pay to performance

in the �rst place. The need to maintain tractability precludes fully general analysis of the

cost of incentives, but we can introduce such costs in two ways. The �rst is to assume that

there is some exogenous cost of incentives function, G (�) ; where � is the overall strength

of incentives. The second is to assume that no ex ante transfers are possible, so that the

headquarters maximizes (1� �)E (�i + �j) instead of the total surplus.
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In both cases, the results parallel those of section 5, but with one important excep-

tion. Now, for intermediate costs of information, the relationship between decentralization

and volatility is inherently non-monotone. In particular, decentralization arises now as the

preferred governance structure both when the level of operational integration is very high

and when the level of operational integration is very low, with centralization remaining the

preferred governance structure only for intermediate levels of operational integration. The

economic intuition behind this non-monotonicity is as follows. As discussed in section 4,

the main advantage of centralization is its ability to make relatively good use of the in-

formation generated even at low levels of pro�t-sharing, with this advantage being largest

at intermediate levels of operational integration. Above, this advantage manifested itself

in centralization choosing a lower level of pro�t-sharing and arising as the preferred gov-

ernance structure for high enough � and �: When the strength of incentives is endogeous,

this advantage a¤ects also the margin on the strength of incentives: because of its ability to

tolerate con�ict between the divisions (low s); centralization is able to use con�ict instead

of the strength of incentives to motivate information acquisition and thus to economize on

the strength of incentives relative to decentralization. Because this ability to maintain high

levels of information acquisition is more valuable for intermediate than high �; it is for in-

termediate levels of operational integration where centralization retains its advantage the

longest. An illustration of these results is provided in Appendix C.2.

5.2.3 Cost versus complexity

Complexity of the environment is sometimes o¤ered, together with volatility, as one of the key

determinants when analyzing the link between organizational design and the environment.

Cost of information can be seen as one aspect of environmental complexity but I have not

discussed it as such because there are other aspects to complexity that are not captured by

the cost of information and which can have a di¤erent impact on the organizational design.

As an example, another dimension of complexity is the di¢ culty of transmitting information.

The recipient of the messages can misunderstand the content of the messages, or information

can be "hardened" but only at a cost, with both the likelihood of misunderstandings and

costs of hardening the information increasing in the complexity of the environment. An

increase in either decreases the attractiveness of centralization, implying that the impact

on the optimal governance structure is exactly opposite to that of cost of information.13

For empirical purposes, it is then crucial whether a given measure re�ects the di¢ culty of

generating information or transmitting that information.
13Results are available from the author on request.
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6 Conclusion

I have examined the �t between the overall organizational design (composed of the level

of operational integration, the allocation of decision rights and the compensation structure

of division managers) and the environment (as determined by its volatility and the cost of

information). The results were broadly consistent with the acepted wisdom regarding the �t

between the organizational design and the environment. Organizations operating in volatile

environments were loosely coupled, with decentralized decision-making and a compensation

structure primarily based on divisional performance. Conversely, organizations operating in

stable environments were tightly integrated, with generally centralized decision-making and

a compensation structure based of �rm-wide performance.

While the results were broadly consistent with the accepted wisdom, they also re�ned

the relationship between organizational design and the environment. First, while decentral-

ization and volatility were positively associated in equilibrium, volatility was not directly

causing decentralization. Instead, an increase in volatility led to a decrease in operational

integration, and it was that decrease in operational integration that made decentralization

to be the preferred governance structure. Indeed, only decentralizing decision-making would

have worsened organizational performance.

Second, centralized decision-making and incentive alignment were shown to be substi-

tutes: while both governance structures bene�ted from increased pro�t-sharing in terms of

more accurate communication and improved decision-making, these bene�ts were accruing

at a faster rate under decentralization. Thus, when determining the optimal governance

structure, an organization should not only consider its level of operational integration but

also the optimal level of pro�t-sharing. If the optimal level of pro�t-sharing is su¢ ciently

high, then decentralization will be preferred even if the level of operational integration is

high.

Third, because of this substitutability, the results pointed out that there should be no

clear empirical relationship between the governance structure and the compensation struc-

ture of the division managers. Instead, the compensation structure is determined by both the

governance structure and the level of operational integration. Depending on the level of op-

erational integration, a decentralized governance structure can then make more or less heavy

use of �rm-level incentives than a corresponding centralized governance structure. Overall

the results suggest that the distinction between administrative and operational integration

is potentially an important one, and illustrate how the optimal organizational structure has

to account not only for the interactions between governance and compensation structures,

but how they are both further impacted by the level of operational integration.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proposition 1: Equilibrium decisions

We can write the pro�ts of division i as �i = K (�i)��i (�i � di)
2��i (di � dj)

2 = K (�i)�
ki
�
(1� ri) (�i � di)2 + ri (dj � di)2

�
; where �i is the extent to which division i is integrated

with division j; ki = �i + �i and ri =
�i

�i+�i
: In the derivations that follow, I will allow

(for completeness) for both asymmetric interdependencies between the two divisions and

asymmetric compensation contracts. Finally, let mi andmj denote the equilibrium messages

exchanged in the communication stage. Given the pro�t structure, we have then that under

centralization, the headquarters solves

max
di;dj

EHQ (�i + �j) :

The �rst-order conditions are

di =
ki(1�ri)E(�ijmi)+(kiri+kjrj)dj

ki+kjrj
= a1E (�ijmi) + a2dj

dj =
kj(1�rj)E(�j jmj)+(kiri+kjrj)di

kj+kiri
= b1E (�jjmj) + b2di;

and solving the the equilibrium decisions gives then

dcenti =
a1E(�ijmi)+a2b1E(�j jmj)

(1�a2b2) and dcentj =
b1E(�j jmj)+b2a1E(�ijmi)

(1�a2b2) ;

where a1 =
ki(1�ri)
ki+kjrj

; a2 =
kiri+kjrj
ki+kjrj

; b1 =
kj(1�rj)
kj+kiri

and b2 =
(kjrj+kiri)

kj+kiri
:

Similarly, under decentralization we can write manager i0s optimization problem as

max
di
�iEHQ ((1� si)�i + si�j) ;

where si 2 [0; 1=2] is the relative weight that manager i places on the pro�ts of division
j (amount of pro�t-sharing) and �i is the overall strength of incentives. In the case of pure

pro�t-sharing, �i = 1. Then, the �rst-order conditions become

di =
(1�si)ki(1�ri)E(�ijti)+((1�si)kiri+sikjrj)Ei(dj jmj)

(1�si)ki+sikjrj = a1E (�ijti) + a2Ei (djjmj)

and symmetrically for manager j: Solving for the intersection of the reaction functions,

we get

ddeci =
a1(1�b2a2)E(�ijti)+a2b1Ei(E(�j jtj)jmj)+a2b2a1Ej(E(�ijti)jmi)

1�b2a2
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ddecj =
b1(1�b2a2)E(�j jtj)+b2a1Ej(E(�ijti)jmi)+a2b2b1Ei(E(�j jtj)jmj)

1�b2a2 ;

where a1 =
(1�si)ki(1�ri)
(1�si)ki+sikjrj ; a2 =

(1�si)kiri+sikjrj
(1�si)ki+sikjrj ; b1 =

(1�sj)kj(1�rj)
(1�sj)kj+sjkiri and b2 =

(1�sj)kjrj+sjkiri
(1�sj)kj+sjkiri :

Note that since under decentralization, the two decisions are made by di¤erent parties,

the decision of manager i does not only depend on his beliefs about his state E (�ijsi) and
his beliefs about the other division�s state, Ei (E (�jjtj) jmj) ; but also on his beliefs about

what manager j thinks �i is, because that in�uences the equilibrium decision dj and thus

the optimal di: Note also that the weights under decentralization would match those under

centralization if si = sj = 1=2:

Under symmetric solution, the equations then simplify to

dcenti =
(�+2�)E(�ijmi)+2�E(�j jmj)

�+4�

and

ddeci = (1�s)�
(1�s)�+�E (�ijti)+

�
(1�s)�+2�Ei (E (�jjtj) jmj)+

�2

((1�s)�+�)((1�s)�+2�)Ej (E (�ijti) jmi) :

To evaluate the severity of the bias, note that since the coe¢ cients add up to one, any

over-responsiveness to own information implies an equivalent under-responsiveness to infor-

mation regarding the other division. This under-reponsiveness is then given by

2�
�+4�

� �
(1�s)�+2� ;

so that the di¤erence is maximized when

� = �
4

p
2 (1� s):

A.2 Proposition 2: Equilibrium communication

In the communication stage, the division managers send non-veri�able messages about their

local conditions to the decision-maker(s). Knowing how his message in�uences the decisions,

as given by proposition 1, manager i chooses his message from the set of equilibrium messages

fmig to

min
mi

Ei

"
(1� si)ki (1� ri) (�i � di (:;mi))

2 + ((1� si)kiri + sikjrj) (di (:;mi)� dj (:;mi))
2

+sikj (1� rj) (�j � dj (:;mi))
2

#
:

The solution requires us to �nd cuto¤s t1; t2; ::: such that given messages mk ! ti 2 [tk�1; tk)
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and mk+1 ! ti 2 [tk; tk+1); the manager is indi¤erent between sending messages mk and

mk+1 whenever ti = tk: Then, the fact that the expected decision is increasing in the mes-

sages implies that @2Ui
@mi@�i

� 0 and so the agent strictly prefers telling the truth for the other
messages. The indi¤erence condition for the agent becomes

Ef((1� si)ki (1� ri))
��
dHi (:;mi) + d

L
i (:;mi)

�
� 2�i

� �
dHi (:;mi)� dLi (:;mi)

�
+(sikj (1� rj))

�
dHj (:;mi) + d

L
j (:;mi)

� �
dHj (:;mi)� dLj (:;mi)

�
+((1� si)kiri + sikjrj)

��
di
�
:;mH

i

�
� dj

�
:;mH

i

��2 � �di �:;mL
i

�
� dj

�
:;mL

i

��2�g = 0:
Now, under centralization,

di (:;mi)� dj (:;mi) =
(a1�b2a1)
(1�a2b2) E (�ijmi)� (b1�a2b1)

(1�a2b2) E (�jjmj)

dHi (:;mi)� dLi (:;mi) =
a1

(1�a2b2)
�
E
�
�ijmH

i

�
� E

�
�ijmL

i

��
dHj (:;mi)� dLj (:;mi) =

b2a1
(1�a2b2)

�
E
�
�ijmH

i

�
� E

�
�ijmL

i

��
E
�
dHi (:;mi) + d

L
i (:;mi)

�
= a1

(1�a2b2)
�
E
�
�ijmH

i

�
+ E

�
�ijmL

i

��
E
�
dHj (:;mi) + d

L
j (:;mi)

�
= b2a1

(1�a2b2)
�
E
�
�ijmH

i

�
+ E

�
�ijmL

i

��
so that the above simpli�es to, noting that E�i = qiti, E

�
�ijmH

i

�
= qi

� tk+1+tk
2

�
and that

E
�
�ijmL

i

�
= qi

� tk+tk�1
2

�
jtk+1 � tkj = jtk � tk�1j+ 4

[((1�si)ki(1�ri))a2b1�(sikj(1�rj))b22a1�((1�si)kiri+sikjrj)(a1b21)]
a1[((1�si)ki(1�ri))+(sikj(1�rj))b22+((1�si)kiri+sikjrj)b21]

tk:

The same logic applies in the case of decentralization, in which case the indi¤erence condition

becomes

jtk+1 � tkj = jtk � tk�1j+ 4
[(1�si)ki(1�ri)a22b1+((1�si)kiri+sikjrj)a21b1�sikj(1�rj)b2a1]
a1b2[(1�si)ki(1�ri)a22+((1�si)kiri+sikjrj)a21+sikj(1�rj)]

tk:

As shown in Rantakari (2008), given that the solution in both cases takes the form jtk+1 � tkj =
jtk � tk�1j+ 4

'
tk; the expected variance under the most informative partition is given by

E (ti � Ej (tijmi))
2 = 1

12

�
(1��('))3

(1��(')3)

�
�
2
;

where � (') = '

(1+
p
1+')

2 : We can then further simplify
(1��('))3

(1��(')3)
by noting that 1� � (') =

1� '

(1+
p
1+')

2 =
2

(1+
p
1+')

and then 1� � (')3 =
�
1 + � (') + � (')2

�
(1� � (')) ;

we get
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(1��('))3

1��(')3 =
(1��('))2

1+�(')+�(')2
=

4

(1+
p
1+')2

1+ '

(1+
p
1+')2

+ '2

(1+
p
1+')4

=

4(1+
p
1+')

2

8+8
p
1+'+10'+6'

p
1+'+3'2

=
4(1+

p
1+')

2

(4+3')(1+
p
1+')

2 =
4

4+3'
:

In other words, we can write

E (ti � Ej (tijmi))
2 = 1

12

�
(1��('))3

(1��(')3)

�
�
2
= 1

12
4

4+3'
�
2
; or 1

4+3'
�
2

3
: To match our formulation

of (1� V gi (s; �; �)) �
2

3
; we have that V gi (s; �; �) = 1 � 1

4+3'
= 3+3'

4+3'
;where ' is given by the

original indi¤erence condition. If ' ! 0; communication becomes binomial (the managers

say whether the state is above or below the ex ante expectation), while as ' ! 1; com-
munication becomes perfect. The key part of the solution is that the actual accuracy of the

signal, qi; has no impact on the accuracy of its transmission. The reason for this result is

that because both the sender and the receiver discount the information through it�s precision

the same way, the precision of the signal drops out when determining the relative incentive

con�ict between the two parties.

In the case of symmetric divisions, the communication equilibrium simpli�es considerably

with simple substitution giving us

V centi (s; �) = 3(1�s)(2�+�)
�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�) and V

dec
i (s; �) = 3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)

((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�) :

A.3 Proposition 3: Expected pro�ts and the value of information

In the case of decentralization, after substituting in the equilibrium decisions and taking

expectations, we can write the expected pro�ts of the organization as

E (�i) = K (�)�
kib

2
1((1�ri)a22+ria21)
(1�b2a2)2

E
�
(EjEi (�i))

2 + (EiEj (�j))
2�

� ki ((1� ri) a22 + ria21)E (Ei (�i)� EjEi (�i))
2 � kirib21E (Ej (�j)� EiEj (�j))

2

� ki (1� ri)E(�i � Ei (�i))2

and symmetrically for E (�j) ; where (a1; a2; b1; b2) are the weights placed by managers i and j

on adaptation and coordination in their �rst-order conditions for optimal decisions. Note that

the only component that depends directly on the precision of the signals is E(�i �Ei (�i))2:
For this, we have that

E (�i � Ei�i)2 = qiE (�i � qi�i)2 + (1� qi)E (�i � qixi)2 ;

where xi is a random draw from
�
��; �

�
. As a result,
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E (�i � Ei�i)2 = (1� q2i )
�
2
i

3
= (1� pi) �

2
i

3
:

For the rest, letting
kib

2
1((1�ri)a22+ria21)
(1�b2a2)2

= �i; we can write it as (by adding and subtract-

ing �iE
�
Ei (�i)

2 + Ej (�j)
2�)

E (�i) = K (�i)��iE
�
Ei (�i)

2 + Ej (�j)
2��(ki ((1� ri) a22 + ria21)� �i)E (Ei (�i)� EjEi (�i))2

� (kirib21 � �i)E (Ej (�j)� EiEj (�j))
2 � ki (1� ri) (1� pi) �

2
i

3
:

Then, noting that Ei (�i) = qiti and EjEi (�i) = qiE (tijmi) ; we get that

E (�i) = K (�i)� �iE
�
q2i t

2
i + q

2
j t
2
j

�
� (ki ((1� ri) a22 + ria21)� �i) q2iE (ti � E (tijmi))

2

� (kirib21 � �i) q2jE (tj � E (tjjmj))
2 � ki (1� ri) (1� q2i )

�
2
i

3
:

Let ki ((1� ri) a22 + ria21) � �i = �ii and (kirib21 � �i) = �ji; which simpli�es the expres-

sion to

E (�i) = K (�i)� �iE
�
q2i t

2
i + q

2
j t
2
j

�
� �iiq2iE (ti � E (tijmi))

2

��jiq2jE (tj � E (tjjmj))
2 � ki (1� ri) (1� q2i )

�
2
i

3
;

and then letting pi = q2i ; noting that Et
2
i =

�
2

3
and that E (ti � E (tijmi))

2 = (1� Vi) �
2

3
;the

expression becomes

E (�i) = K (�i)� �i �
2

3
+ (pi (�i � �i � �ii (1� Vi))� pj (�i + �ji (1� Vj))) �

2

3
;

while adding over the two divisions we get

K (�i) +K
�
�j
�
� (�i + �j) �

2

3
+
�
pi	

g
i + pj	

g
j

�
�
2

3
;

where

	gi = �i � (�i + �j)� (�ii + �ij) (1� Vi) and
	gj = �j � (�i + �j)� (�jj + �ji) (1� Vj) ;

the values of information for the two divisions, where �i + �ii (1� Vi) = �i and �j +

�ij (1� Vi) = �j:
Repeating the exercise under centralization, the solution takes the same structure with

the expected pro�ts after the �rst substitution equal to
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kib
2
1((1�ri)a22+ria21)
(1�b2a2)2

E
�
(E (�ijmi))

2 + (E (�jjmj))
2�+ ki (1� ri)E (E (�ijmi)� �i)2 :

Now, we can writeE (E (�ijmi)� �i)2 = E (�i � qiE (tijmi))
2 = E (�i � qiti + qiti � qiE (tijmi))

2 ;

so that E (�i � qiti + qiti � qiEmti)2 = E (�i � qiti)2+q2iE (ti � E (tijmi))
2 because the equi-

librium beliefs must be unbiased. As result, the expression simpli�es to

E (�i � qiE (tijmi))
2 = (1� pi) �

2
i

3
+ piE (ti � E (tijmi))

2 ;

where the �rst component gives the loss in pro�ts due to inaccurate primary information

while the second captures the additional loss due to the strategic communication part. Then,

again adding and substituting the component �iE
�
Ei (�i)

2 + Ej (�j)
2� ; we can write the ex-

pected pro�ts for the division as

�iE
�
pit

2
i + pjt

2
j

�
+ ((ki (1� ri))� �i) piE (ti � E (tijmi))

2

��ipjE (tj � E (tjjmi))
2 + (ki (1� ri)) (1� pi) �

2
i

3
;

and letting �ii = ((ki (1� ri))� �i) and �ji = ��i; using the equilibrium quality of com-

munication and adding up across the divisions, allows us again the pro�ts as

K (�i) +K
�
�j
�
� (�i + �j) �

2

3
+
�
pi	

g
i + pj	

g
j

�
�
2

3
;

where again

	gi = �i � (�i + �j)� (�ii + �ij) (1� Vi) and
	gj = �j � (�i + �j)� (�jj + �ji) (1� Vj) :

In the case of symmetric divisions and a symmetric pro�t-sharing rule, the relevant compo-

nents simplify under centralization to

�centi = �centj = ��
(�+4�)

; �centii = �centjj = �� �centi and �centij = �centji = ��centi ;

while under decentralization, the coe¢ cients are:

�deci = �decj =
��(�+s2�)
(s�+2�)2

; �decii = �decjj =
��(�+s2�)
(s�+�)2

� �deci and �decij = �decji = �
�

s�
s�+�

�2
� �deci :

For interpretation, note that �gi measures the loss in the value of information due to the

equilibrium decisions, so that the loss due to the bias in equilibrium decisions is determined
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by the di¤erence between centralization (�rst-best decisions) and decentralization,

��deci (s; �) =
2��(�+s2�)
(s�+2�)2

� 2��
(�+4�)

;

while the loss due to strategic communication under the two governance structures are then�
�centii + �centij

�
(1� V centi (s; �)) =

�
�� 2��

(�+4�)

��
�(1�2s)

�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�)

�
�
�decii + �

dec
ij

� �
1� V deci (s; �)

�
=�

��(�+s2�)
(s�+�)2

+ �
�

s�
s�+�

�2
� 2��(�+s

2�)
(s�+2�)2

��
((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)

((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)

�
:

The totals for the value of information then simplify to

	centi (s; �) = 3�(1�s)(�+2�)2
(�+4�)(�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�))

	deci (s; �) =
�(1�s)(5s3�2(��2�)+s2(5��2+14�(�2��2))+s(16��2+2��2+13�3)�(4�3+6�3+11��2+12��2))

((1�s)�+2�)((1�s)�+�)[((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)]

From these expressions, we can then evaluate to comparative statics in the proposition.

Since these equations are exact, the easy proof is to simply plot the curves for all s and
�

�+�
: It is possible to verify the comparative statics also algebraically, but that task is very

tedious. As a result, they can be found in the separate appendix B.

A.4 Proposition 4: Quality of primary information

Recall that the solution to the manager�s information acquisition problem is given by

pi =
e	gi (s;�)e	gi (s;�)+� :

From this it is then immediate that @pi
@�
< 0: To establish @pi

@�
and @pi

@s
; we need to exam-

ine their impact on the perceived value of information, where the signs will match @e	gi (s;�)
@x

:

Here, we have that the perceived value of information under the two governance structures

can be written as

e	centi (s; �) = 3�(1�s)(�+2�)((1�s)�+�(3�4s))
(�+4�)(�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�))

e	deci (s; �) =
�(1�s)(9�2+11��+13s2��+(4�13s+14s2�5s3)�2�12s�(�+2�))

((1�s)�+2�)[((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)] ;
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from which we can (through some tedious algebra) verify the comparative statics. Because

the �gure provided is exact, I have relegated the alebra to appendix B. Similarly, for the

negative externality, we would have from above that

�gj (s; �) = �
g
j (s; �) + �

g
ij (s; �) (1� V

g
i (s; �))

for each governance structure, where the coe¢ cients follow from proposition 3.

A.5 Proposition 5: Choice of organizational design

Recall that our maximization problem is

max
g;s;�

X
k=i;j

�
K (�)� ��

2

3
+ (pgk(�; s; �)	

g
k (s; �)� C(�; p

g
k(�; s; �)))

�
2

3

�

s.t. pgk(�; s; �) =
e	gi (s;�)e	gi (s;�)+� :

A.5.1 Properties of sg(�; �)

Let us �rst consider the choice of s, the �rst-order condition for which is

pi
@	gi (s;�)

@s
= � (	gi (s; �)� �C 0(pi)) @pi@s :

Then, note that from the manager�s �rst-order condition we have that e	gi (s; �) = �C 0(pi);
so that we can also write this �rst-order condition as

pi
@	gi (s;�)

@s
= �

�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @pi

@s
:

The solution will thus always have 	gi (s; �) > e	gi (s; �) ; so that to balance the tradeo¤
between the generation and use of information, the level of information acquired is always

below its �rst-best level, conditional on s: Now, with respect to the amount of pro�t-sharing,

the key comparative static is with respect to �: The �rst-order condition was

pi
@	gi (s;�)

@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @pi

@s
= 0;

so that the cross-partial is given by
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@pi
@�

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @2pi

@s@�
:

now,

@pi
@�
= � e	gi (s;�)

(e	gi (s;�)+�)2 and @2pi
@s@�

=
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s (e	gi (s;�)��)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)3 ;

so that the above becomes

� e	gi (s;�)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)2

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s (e	gi (s;�)��)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)3 ;

while from the �rst-order condition we can write�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� = �pi @	gi (s;�)@s

@s
@pi
;

which reduces the above condition to

� e	gi (s;�)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)2

@	gi (s;�)

@s
� pi @	

g
i (s;�)

@s
@s
@pi

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s (e	gi (s;�)��)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)3 ;

where @s
@pi
=
(e	gi (s;�)+�)2

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s
�

and pi =
e	gi (s;�)e	gi (s;�)+� ; giving

e	gi (s; �) @	gi (s;�)@s

� e	gi (s;�)
�

�
� 0;

which always holds. Thus, @sg

@�
� 0: However, this applies only around the equilibrium

choice. To verify that the solution is unique (so that this result applies globally), we need

to see whether @
2�i
@s2

� 0: We have that

@2�
@s2

= @pi
@s

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+ pi

@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
+
�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
� @e	gi (s;�)

@s

�
@pi
@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @2pi

@s2
:

Generally, the solution need not be unique because @2	gi (s;�)

@s2
can be positive, in particu-

lar for larger s: As a result, the organization can have two local maxima - one with high

quality of primary information but bad relative use of that information and one with low

quality of primary information but accurate use of that information. Any change in the

equilibrium will occur in the opposite direction since @2�
@pi@�

� 0. To establish conditions for
the uniqueness given the functional forms assumed, we have that

@p
@s
=

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s
�

(e	gi (s;�)+�)2 � 0 and @2p
@s2
= �

�
@2 e	g

i
(s;�)

@s2
(e	gi (s;�)+�)�2 @ e	gi (s;�)@s

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s

�
(e	gi (s;�)+�)3 R 0:14:

14 @2p
@s2 � 0 for � su¢ ciently small.
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Now, to show uniqueness we use the following logic (as it is clear that generally the second-

order condition can be violated): the payo¤ function is continuously di¤erentiable in s: As

a result, if there exists more than one interior maximum, there needs to be at least one

interior minimum (or in�ection point) to the function. Thus, if we can establish that the

second-order condition is satis�ed to any solution to the �rst-order condition (which provides

a su¢ cient restriction to the parameter space), then by implication that solution needs to

be unique. Using the condition that�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� = �pi @	gi (s;�)@s

@s
@pi

in equilibrium, we can write the second-order condition as

�
2
@	gi (s;�)

@s
� @e	gi (s;�)

@s

� @ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s
�

(e	gi (s;�)+�)2
+

e	gi (s;�)
(e	gi (s;�)+�)2

��
@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
�

@	
g
i
(s;�)

@s
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

@2 e	gi (s;�)
@s2

��e	gi (s; �) + ��+ 2@	gi (s;�)@s

@e	gi (s;�)
@s

�
< 0:

Now, we can establish that for all parameter values and under both governance structures��
@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
�

@	
g
i
(s;�)

@s
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

@2 e	gi (s;�)
@s2

��e	gi (s; �)�+ 2@	gi (s;�)@s

@e	gi (s;�)
@s

�
< 0;

so that the above arranges to

� >

�e	gi (s;�)
0@0@ @2	

g
i
(s;�)

@s2
�

@	
g
i
(s;�)

@s
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

@2 e	g
i
(s;�)

@s2

1A(e	gi (s;�))+2 @	gi (s;�)@s

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s

1A
0@0@ @2	

g
i
(s;�)

@s2
�

@	
g
i
(s;�)

@s
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

@2 e	g
i
(s;�)

@s2

1Ae	gi (s;�)+�2 @	gi (s;�)@s
� @ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

�
@ e	g

i
(s;�)

@s

1A ;

where the RHS is a negative number. Thus, we have established that the second-order

condition is strictly negative for any solution to the �rst-order condition, which implies

through continuity that there can be only one solution. Therefore, the solution to the �rst-

order condition is unique. In other words, our assumed cost of information function provides

su¢ cient convexity to the information acquisition problem to overcome the convexity in the

returns to alignment part to maintain uniqueness of the solution.

Next, we need to consider how sg depends on �: For �; we have that

@2�
@s@�

= @pi
@�

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+pi

@2	gi (s;�)

@s@�
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @2pi

@s@�
+
�
@	gi (s;�)

@�
� @e	gi (s;�)

@�

�
@pi
@s
R 0:

To build intuition for the relationship, the �rst component, @pi
@�

@	gi (s;�)

@s
; measures how much

the value of pro�t-sharing is reduced because the equilibrium quality of information de-

creases: @pi
@�
< 0: The second component, pi

@2	gi (s;�)

@s@�
, measures how the value of pro�t-sharing
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itself is impacted because of the change in �: The third component,
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @2pi

@s@�
;

measures how the agent�s sensitivity to s in terms of the level of information acquisition

changes with �; scaled by the current value of additional information acquisition: Finally,�
@	gi (s;�)

@�
� @e	gi (s;�)

@�

�
@pi
@s
measures the change in the marginal value of further information ac-

quisition. In short, an increase in � reduces the value of information, increases the negative

externality and increases the agency con�icts, all supporting an increase in pro�t-sharing.

However, the equilibrium quality of information also goes down, which reduces the value of

additional pro�t-sharing. In the present setting, the relationship is always positive under

centralization but can be negative under decentralization (but only for parameter values for

which decentralization is never the preferred governance structure). For other cost functions,

the relationship can be locally negative for either governance structure.

A.5.2 Choice of g

Having established the equilibrium choice of s for each governance structure, we can then

consider the choice of governance structure. Decentralization is preferred whenever

pdeci (�; s
dec; �)	deci

�
sdec; �

�
� �C(pdeci (�; sdec; �))

� pcenti (�; scent; �)	centi (scent; �)� �C(pcenti (�; scent; �)):

While the endogeneity of s and pi makes the comparison harder, the logic behind the choice

is straightforward. First, note that if � = 0; then s = 1 under both governance structures

and the both achieve the conditional �rst-best. Second, if � ! 1; then the two solutions
converge again. Third, as � ! 0; each governance structure sets s = 1=2 and the perfor-

mance di¤erentials are again equated. For the rest of the parameter space, we can build

the result, after noting the monotonicity between s and �; through a replication argument.

Suppose that � is su¢ ciently small. Then, from section 4 we know that for any given s;

decentralization is able to both produce more information and then use that information

better. As a result, centralization can never be preferred (let the s = scent (�) ; the optimal

choice under centralization. Then, decentralization dominates centralization by choosing

sdec = scent (�) and can do even better by re-optimizing its choice of s): Same logic applies

when considering higher �: Suppose �rst that � is su¢ ciently low so that scent(�) falls in the

region where decentralization is able to both generate more information and make better use

of that information. Again, it is clear that decentralization must dominate. It is thus only

when both � and � are su¢ ciently high (and so scent(�) su¢ ciently low) that decentralization

cannot outperform centralization.
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To establish the result that whenever centralization is preferred, scent (�) < sdec (�) ; note

that the implication of the above is that centralization can be preferred only if	centi (scent (�) ; �) >

	deci (scent (�) ; �) ; because decentralization will always generate more information. Now,

consider the �rst-order condition

pi
@	gi (s;�)

@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @pi

@s
= 0

and suppose that it is satis�ed under centralization. Then, consider the corresponding

choice under decentralization. It will be greater than zero for that s (implying that more

pro�t-sharing is desired) if�e	deci (s; �)
�2

@	deci (s;�)

@s
� �

�e	deci (s; �)
@	deci (s;�)

@s
+
�
	deci (s; �)� e	deci (s; �)

�
@e	deci (s;�)

@s

�
�:

Now,
�e	deci (s; �)

@	deci (s;�)

@s
+
�
	deci (s; �)� e	deci (s; �)

�
@e	deci (s;�)

@s

�
is negative for any equi-

librium s, so the condition becomes

(e	deci (s;�))
2 @	deci (s;�)

@s

�
�e	deci (s;�)

@	dec
i

(s;�)

@s
+(	deci (s;�)�e	deci (s;�))

@ e	dec
i

(s;�)

@s

� � �:
Next, we can back out from the �rst-order condition under centralization (the s; � pair

is optimal under centralization) that

� (scent) =
(e	centi (s;�))

2 @	centi (s;�)

@s

�
�e	centi (s;�)

@	cent
i

(s;�)

@s
+(	centi (s;�)�e	centi (s;�))

@ e	cent
i

(s;�)

@s

� :
As a result, for a given (�; �) ; decentralization bene�ts from further pro�t-sharing whenever

�
�e	centi (s;�)

@	centi (s;�)

@s
+(	centi (s;�)�e	centi (s;�))

@ e	centi (s;�)

@s

�
(e	centi (s;�))

2 @	centi
(s;�)

@s

�
�
�e	deci (s;�)

@	deci (s;�)

@s
+(	deci (s;�)�e	deci (s;�))

@ e	deci (s;�)

@s

�
(e	deci (s;�))

2 @	deci
(s;�)

@s

;

which holds for all s such that 	centi (s; �) � 	deci (s; �) : As a result, at scent(�) for which

decentralization cannot immediately outperform centralization by choosing s = scent(�),

decentralization chooses to increase its amount of pro�t-sharing to sacri�ce some of the

quality of information but increase the accuracy at which that information is used. As a

result, we can make the conclusion that whenever centralization is preferred for a given �;

scent(�) < sdec(�): The logic for the monotonicity in � is then immediate: as � decreases,

scent(�) decreases. If decentralization simply chooses scent(�); the di¤erence in the value

of information (and so in performance) is decreased, and the readjustment of s away from

scent(�) becomes more and more likely to be able to beat centralization. The exact solution

to the choice of governance structure and pro�t-sharing rule is illustrated in �gure 5. Note
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Figure 5: Equilibrium choice of s and g

that while graphical, this solution is exact as it solves the model for all � and �; which are

the only variables that impact s and g:

A.5.3 Choice of �

Finally, we can consider the choice of operational integration. For this, we can de�ne

N(sg; �; g) = max
g
(pgi	

g
i (s

g; �)� �C(pgi )) as the upper envelope of the information-
dependent pro�ts under the two governance structures. Note from above that under each

governance structure, pgi	
g
i (s

g; �) � �C(pgi ) is monotone decreasing and convex in both �
and � and, given the setting, have one interior intersection. Even if there were multiple

intersections, then we must have that at the equal performance boundary �(�);

dN(sg ;�;g)
d�

j�!�(�)� < dN(sg ;�;g)
d�

j�!�(�)+

because the switch in governance structures occurs only if the loss in pro�ts related to

adaptiveness is decreasing at a lower rate under the alternative governance structure. Fur-

ther, because of this kink, the optimal choice of � will never exist at this point and it is this

kink that causes the discrete change in the level of operational integration whenever there
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Figure 6: max
g
(pgi	

g
i (s

g; �)� �C(pgi ))

is a change in governance structure. Instead, the optimal choice of � is characterized by the

�rst-order condition

K 0(�) + @N(sg ;�;g)
@�

�2� = 0;

where the indirect e¤ect through @s
@�
is zero due to the envelope theorem. The surface

N(sg; �; g) is illustrated in �gure 6. Note again that it is the solution for all �; � given the

cost of information function.

To establish the remaining comparative statics, we have that

d�
d�
= K 0(�) +

@(pgi	
g
i (s

g ;�)��C(pgi ))
@�

�2� = K
0(�)� pgi

�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
@s
@�
� @	gi (s

g ;�)

@�

�
�2�;

using the optimality of the agent�s choice of e¤ort and the principal�s choice of s that follows

the choice of �: The submodularity with respect to �2� is immediate since

d2�
d�d�2�

= �pgi
�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
@s
@pi

@pi
@�
� @	gi (s

g ;�)

@�

�
< 0:

Since �2� is simply a scaling of the marginal cost surface, the submodularity holds trivially.

In the case of multiple equilibria, which are possible due to the convexity of N(sg; �; g); the

jump is always towards the lower �: As mentioned above, whenever there is a switch in gover-
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nance structure due to an increase in �2�; the kink in the surface causes a discrete drop in the

level of operational integration. The comparison with respect to � is a little more involved

because it has a direct impact on s as well which works in the opposite direction ( @s
@�
< 0).

However, given the uniqueness of s we can use the implicit function theorem to evaluate @s
@�

and establish that d2�
d�d�

> 0; with a switch in governance structure then associated with a

discrete increase in �:
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B Supplemental derivations [not for publication]

B.1 Missing algebra for proposition 3 and 4

(i) Losses due to biased decisions under decentralization

From the expression for pro�ts as derived in the proof for proposition 3, we can write the

loss due to biased decisions under decentralization as

��deci (s; �) =

�
��(�+(1�s)2�)
((1�s)�+2�)2 � ��

(�+4�)

�
= (��)2(1�2s)2

(�+4�)((1�s)�+2�)2 :

From this, we have that @��
dec
i (s;�)

@s
= � 2(��)2(1�2s)

(�+4�)((1�s)�+2�)3 � 0 (so that increased pro�t-sharing
always reduces the loss) and

@��deci (s;�)

@�
=

2�2�(1�2s)2(2(1�s)��+(1�s)�2�4�2)
((1�s)�+2�)3(�+4�)2 ;

so that @��
dec
i (s;�)

@�
� 0 for � � � (s; �) and @��deci (s;�)

@�
� 0 for � � � (s; �) ; where

� (s; �) =
2(1�s)�+

p
4(1�s)2�2+16(1�s)�2

8
= �

�
(1�s)+

p
(1�s)2+4(1�s)
4

�
:

In other words, in terms of the level of operational integration, the loss is maximized at

an intermediate level of � for any s: Note that we can also write � (s; �) as being given by

�(s;�)

�+�(s;�)
=

(1�s)+
p
(1�s)2+4(1�s)

4+(1�s)+
p
(1�s)2+4(1�s)

2
h
1
3
; 1+

p
5

5+
p
5

i
:

It is also worth noting that the loss due to biased decisions is only second-order whenever

� ! 0; � !1 and s! 1=2:

(ii) Losses due to strategic communication under centralization and decen-
tralization

From propositions 2 and 3 we have that the accuracy and the value of accurate commu-

nication under centralization is given by

V centi (s; �; �) = 3(1�s)(2�+�)
�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�) and �

cent
i (s; �; �) = �� 2��

�+4�
= �(�+2�)

�+4�
;

so we have that :
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@V centi (s;�)

@s
= 3�(2�+�)

(�(2s�1)+3s(2�+�))2 � 0 and
@V centi (s;�)

@�
= � 3(1�s)�(1�2s)

(�(2s�1)+3s(2�+�))2 � 0
@(�centi (s;�;�))

@s
= 0 and

@(�centi (s;�;�))
@�

= � 2�2

(�+4�)2
< 0;

and bringing the two together (the loss due to strategic communication), we get

�centi (s; �; �) (1� V centi (s; �; �)) = �(�+2�)
�+4�

�
�(1�2s)

�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�)

�
;

giving

@(�centi (s;�;�)(1�V centi (s;�;�)))
@s

= � 3��(2�+�)2

(�+4�)(�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�))2 � 0 and

@(�centi (s;�;�))(1�V centi (s;�;�))
@�

=
�2(1�2s)(2�2(5�4s)+3(1�s)�(4�+�))
(�+4�)2(�(1�2s)+3(1�s)(2�+�))2 � 0;

so that the loss due to strategic communication is monotone decreasing in the degree of

pro�t sharing and monotone increasing in the degree of operational integration. For decen-

tralization, we have from propositions 2 and 3 that

V deci (s; �) = 3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)
((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�) and �

dec
i (s; �; �) =

��2(2�2+(1�s)2(3�2�4�2s+6��))
((1�s)�+�)2((1�s)�+2�)2 :

Thus, we have that

@V deci (s;�)

@s
= 3(�2(1�s)2+2��(1�s)(2�s)+2�2)

((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)2 � 0
@V deci (s;�)

@�
= 3(1�s)2�(1�2s)

((1�s)�+�)(1�2s)+3(1�s)((1�s)�+2�)2 � 0

@�deci (s;�;�)

@s
=

2�2�2(1�2s)((1�s)3�3�6�2((1�s)�+�))
((1�s)�+�)3((1�s)�+2�)3 R 0

@�deci (s;�;�)

@�
=

2�2�(1�s)((1�s)3�2(�(3�4s)+9�)+s�2(6(�+�)+�(1�s)))
(s�+�)3(s�+2�)3

� 0

and bringing the two together, we can verify that

@(�deci (s;�;�)(1�V deci (s;�;�)))
@s

� 0 and @(�deci (s;�;�))(1�V deci (s;�;�))
@�

R 0;

with @
@�
� 0 8� < � (s) ; as given by �gure 7. Finally, to compare the two, we have

that

�centi (s; �; �) (1� V centi (s; �; �))� �deci (s; �; �)
�
1� V deci (s; �; �)

�
� 0

as long as � < e� (s) ; as illustrated by �gure 7.
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Figure 7: Comparative statics - losses due to strategic communication

(iii) the value of information

From A.3, we have that (at some abuse of notation (but to cut back some) I will use s

for (1� s) ; the weight the division manager places on this own division, and refer to it as
interdivisional con�ict))

	centi (s; �) = 3�s(�+2�)2

(�+4�)(�(2s�1)+3s(2�+�))

	deci (s; �) =
�s(5s3�3�10s3�2��s2�3+25�s2�2�14s2��2�4s��2+30��2s�4�2�+6�3)

(s�+2�)(s�+�)(5s2��s�+8�s��) ;

from which it is then straightforward but cumbersome to verify that @	gi (s;�)

@s
� 0 and

@	gi (s;�)

@�
. 0 for both governance structures:

@	centi (s;�)

@s
= � 3��(2�+�)2

(�+4�)(8�s��+3s�)2 � 0

@	centi (s;�)

@�
= �3s�2(2�+�)(8s���+24�s�6�)

(�+4�)2(8�s��+3s�)2 � 0

@	deci (s;�)

@s
= ���2(�4s3c1+�3�s2c2+�2�2sc3+��3c4+12�4)

(5s2��s�+8�s��)2(s�+2�)2(s�+�)2 � 0;

where c1 = (160s3 � 120s2 + 27s� 2) ; c2 = (680s3 � 516s2 + 126s+ 10) ;
c3 = (956s

3 � 744s2 + 204s� 16) and c4 = (448s3 � 360s2 + 120s� 8) ; all greater than zero
for s 2 [0:5; 1] and
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@	deci (s;�)

@�
= � s�2(�2�2s2d1+�4d2+��3sd3+�3�s3d4+�4s5d5)

(5s2��s�+8�s��)2(s�+2�)2(s�+�)2 - 0;

where d1 = (10� 109s+ 304s2 � 18s3) ; d2 = (8� 94s+ 304s2 � 224s3) ;
d3 = (16� 180s+ 564s2 � 320s3) ; d4 = (2� 18s+ 12s2 + 140s3) and d5 = (2� 20s+ 50s2) :
All are greater than zero for s 2 [0:5; 1]; except d2; which is smaller than zero for s . 0:96:
For s & 0:96; there then exists a � su¤ciently large so that for all higher levels of operational
integration, @	

dec
i (s;�)

@�
� 0: In this case, the improvement in communication and decision-

making that follows an increase in integration outweighs the reduction in the base-value of

information. For s = 1; this boundary is approximately �
�+�

� 0:94: For the analysis, this
region is irrelevant, however, because in this region, if this would be the optimal structure

under decentralization, centralization would always outperform decentralization. Indeed,

decentralization could improve its performance through further integration so this � cannot

be an equilibrium choice. As a result, this exception is irrelevant and not pointed out in the

proposition.

As to the di¤erences between the two governance structures, we can write the di¤erence,

	centi (s; �)�	deci (s; �) as

s�2�(2s�1)(50s3�2��5s3�3+160s3��2�62s2��2+s2�3�51�s2�2+224�3s2�192�3s+7s��2�44��2s+10�2�+34�3)
(�+4�)(8�s��+3s�)(5s2��s�+8�s��)(s�+2�)(s�+�) :

Now, it is immediate to verify that 	centi (s; �)�	deci (s; �)! 0 whenever s! 1
2
, � ! 0 and

� !1: Further, 	centi (s; �) � 	deci (s; �) if and only if

50s3�2� � 5s3�3 + 160s3��2 � 62s2��2 + s2�3 � 51�s2�2 + 224�3s2 � 192�3s+ 7s��2 �
44��2s+ 10�2�+ 34�3 � 0

Because the other components are weakly positive for all possible parameter values. To

examine this condition in more detail, let r = �
�+�

; which allows us to write the above as

�54rs2 + 234r3s2 + 10r2 � 141r3s+ 45s3r2 + 65s3r + 43s2r2 + s2 � 58r2s+ 7sr � 5s3 �
105s3r3 + 24r3 � 0:

From this, we can establish that 	centi (s; �) � 	deci (s; �) if and only if � ��(s) ; where
d�(s)

ds
< 0 - the higher the degree of interdivisional con�ict, the lower the level of operational

integration after which the value of information is higher under centralization: Let � (r; s)

denote the above expression. Then, we can make the following observations:

(i) � (r = 0; s) = s2 (1� 5s) < 0 and �
�
r; s = 1

2

�
= �1

8
(15r + 9r3 + 21r2 + 3) < 0:
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(ii) �r (r; s) > 0 8r �r(s) and s & 0:56: �r (r; s) < 0 8r if s - 0:56:

(iii) �s (r; s) > 0 8s � s (r) and r & 0:074: �s (r; s) < 0 8r - 0:074:

To establish the second, result, we can write

�r (r; s) = 9r
2 (8� 35s3 + 78s2 � 47s)+2r (10 + 45s3 + 43s2 � 48s)+(65s3 � 54s2 + 7s) ;

so that �r (r; s) � 0 if

r �r(s)=1
9
43s2+10+45s3�58s�

p
100�1664s+11073s2�36524s3+64237s4�58770s5+22500s6

(35s3�78s2+47s�8)

and (8� 35s3 + 78s2 � 47s) is positive, or s & 0:56: For s . 0:56; �r (r; s) < 0: Further, for
s & 0:67; r<0 so that �r (r; s) > 0 8r 2 [0; 1]:

To establish the third result, we can write

�s (r; s) = 15s
2 (9r2 + 13r � 1� 21r3)�2s (234r3 + 43r2 + 59r + 1)�(141r3 + 58r2 � 7r) ;

so that �s (r; s) > 0 if

s � s (r) = 1
15
234r3�54r+43r2+1�

p
10341r6+14107r4+20889r5+4074r3+767r2�3r+1

�9r2�13r+1+21r3

and (9r2 + 13r � 1� 21r3) � 0; or r & 0:074: For r . 0:074; �s (r; s) � 0; while for

r & 0:31; s (r) < 0:5 so that �s (r; s) > 0 8s 2 [0:5; 1]:

From results (i)-(iii) we can conclude that decentralization has a higher value of infor-

mation whenever s . 0:56 or r - 0:074 (the limit is negative and marginals are negative,

so the function can never become positive). Results (ii) and (iii) establish the converse.

First, a necessary requirement for centralization to have a positive value of information, we

need to have that either �r (r; s) > 0 or �s (r; s) > 0 for a range of parameters to create

the possibility that � (r; s) > 0: Further, the results state that if � (r; s) is ever increasing

r; then it is also decreasing for all er � r and similarly for s: Thus, there is at most one

interior solution r� to � (r�; s) = 0 for any s and vice versa. Further, if � (r�; s) = 0; then

� (r; s) > 0 8r > r� and similarly for s : if � (r; s�) = 0; then � (r; s) > 0 8s > s�: We have
thus established the existence of a unique boundary br (s) ; where centralization is preferred
if and only if r > br (s) :
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To establish that dbr(s)
ds

< 0 (as the degree of interdivisional con�ict increases, centraliza-

tion becomes preferred for a wider range of operational integration) is a little trickier. To

begin, note that, using the implicit function theorem, dbr(s)
ds

< 0 if and only if �dF=ds
dF=dr

< 0;

where F is the implicit function � (br (s) ; s) = 0: From above we already know that at the so-
lution, �r (r; s) > 0: As a result,

dbr(s)
ds

< 0 if �s (r; s) > 0: Now, start at s = 1: � (br (s) ; s) = 0
simpli�es to 18r+12r3+40r2� 4 = 0 or r � 0:162: Now, recall that �s (r; s) > 0 if s � s (r)
and note that ds(r)

dr
< 0: In other words, the range of s for which �s (r; s) > 0 is positive is

increasing in r: For r = 0:162; s (r) � 0:676: Thus, dbr(s)
ds

< 0 at least for s 2 [0:676; 1]: Now,
let s = 0:7; which is strictly interior to the range. For this, we obtain that br (s = 0:7) � 0:36:
And from s (r) we have that for r & 0:31; s (r) < 0:5 so that �s (r; s) > 0 8s 2 [0:5; 1]: As
result, whenever � (br (s) ; s) = 0; �s (r; s) > 0 and so dbr(s)

ds
< 0: At the limit, letting r = 1 we

�nd that value of information is higher under centralization whenever 224s2+34� 192s � 0
or s � 17=28:

(iv) perceived value of information

The perceived value, in turn, can be written as (continuing to use s for (1 � s)), for
centralization

3s�(6��s+s�2+8�2s�2�2���)
(�+4�)(8�s��+3s�) ;

so that it is immediate that

@e	centi (s;�)

@s
= 3�(2�+�)(3s2�2+�2+2s��(10s�1)+8�2s(4s�1))

(�+4�)(8�s��+3s�)2 > 0

@e	centi (s;�)

@�
= �6s�2(4�2s(4s�1)+2��s+8�s2�+s2�2+s�2+�2)

(�+4�)2(8�s��+3s�)2 < 0:

Under decentralization, the perceived value of information is given by

�s(5s3�2�s2�2+13�s2��2��s+12�2s�3�2)
(5s2��s�+8�s��)(s�+2�) ;

so we get @
e	deci (s;�)

@s
=

�(5�4s5(5s�2)+6�3�s4(30s�11)+s4�4+6�2�2s3(69s�20)+6s3�3�+4��3s2(104s�23)+9s2�2�2+8s��3+6�4(32s2�8s+1))
(5s2��s�+8�s��)2(s�+2�)2 >

0

@e	deci (s;�)

@�
= ��2s2(5�2s3(5s�2)+��s(40s2+2s�2)+s2�2+�2(32s�8s2�5))

(5s2��s�+8�s��)2(s�+2�)2 < 0:

For the di¤erence, let us �rst establish the claim that the negative externality is always

larger under decentralization:
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�decj � �centj =
�2�2s

 
�2s2

�0

(70s2�67s+16)+��s
�0

(160s3�50s2�61s+23)+�2
�0

(224s3�200s2+38s+3)
!

(8�s��+3s�)(�+4�)(5s2��s�+8�s��)(s�+�)(s�+2�) � 0.

The perceived value, in turn, can be written as

e	deci (s; �)� e	centi (s; �) = s��2(2s�1)(5s3�2+20�s3��s2�2�21�s2��8�2s2+10��s+4�2s+3�2)
(8�s��+3s�)(�+4�)(5s2��s�+8�s��)(s�+2�) :

The perceived value of information is thus higher under decentralization whenever

5s3�2 + 20�s3�� s2�2 � 21�s2�� 8�2s2 + 10��s+ 4�2s+ 3�2 � 0;

which we can write, using the notation r = �
�+�

as

�r2 (15s3 � 12s2 + 6s� 3) + rs (10s2 � 19s+ 10) + s2 (5s� 1) � 0:

Thus, the perceived value of information is higher under decentralization as long as

r � r (s) = s
6

�
10s2�19s+10+

p
400s4+729s2�680s3+112�464s
�4s2+5s3+2s�1

�
.

For s = 1; r (s) = 1
12

�
1 +

p
97
�
� 0:9 and r (s0) = 1 for s0 = 1

4

�
1 +

p
7
�
� 0:91: The

perceived value of information is then higher under decentralization for all r when s � s0

and for r < r (s) for s 2 [s0; 1]: Otherwise, the perceived value of information is higher under
centralization.

C Extensions [not for publication]

This appendix examines the robustness of the results to various assumptions. Section C.1

considers the solution under a general cost function C(pi; �2�): Section C.2 considers the

introduction of endogenous strength of incentives, where not only the composition but also

the level of incentives can be endogenous. It also considers a natural alternative where,

instead of maximizing pro�ts net of the cost of e¤ort, the headquarters actually maximizes

the pro�ts net of the share of pro�ts given to the division managers (when the value cannot

be extracted from the division managers through �xed transfers). Section C.3 is a collection

of shorter observations on various commonly raised questions, such as what is the impact of

assuming observable information acquisition, what would occur if the coordination bene�ts

could be separated from the pro�t functions, what is lost by the assumed symmetry of the

solution and so forth.
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The bottom line is that not much is lost because of any of the assumptions. The reason

is that all the "economic" action in the model comes from the di¤erences in pgi (s; �) and

	gi (s; �) : As long as the pro�t functions are quadratic and the incentives are linear, so that

the equilibrium decisions are linear functions of the beliefs of the decision-maker(s), then

any further changes will not qualitatively change the determination of these two components.

There is an impact, of course, but it is only quantitative. In other words, where centralization

was once marginally preferred, decentralization can now become the preferred alternative and

vice versa. But the big picture remains unchanged. It all boils down to how the compensation

and governance structure together can limit losses due to strategic communication and biased

decision-making, and how they strike the balance between motivating information acquisition

and then the appropriate use of that information.

C.1 General cost functions C(pi; �2�)

The analysis assumed that the cost of information was given by C(pi; �2�) = ���2�(pi+ln(1�
pi)): This subsection analyses the solution for C(pi; �2�) = ��

2
�C(pi): Note that for section 4,

the only change generated by this is that the manager�s information acquisition problem is

now a solution to the �rst-order condition

e	gi (s; �) = �C 0(pi):
Given that C 00(pi) > 0; this solution is unique, and it is immediate that the comparative

statics of @pi
@s
; @pi
@�
and @pi

@�
; as the di¤erence between the two governance structures, continue

to hold because with the exception of �; they are driven by e	gi (s; �). As to section 5, the
general logic of the results naturally continues to hold but some monotonicity conclusions

can fail to hold locally and the uniqueness of the equilibrium with respect to s can also fail.

The �rst-order condition for the choice of s continues to be given by

pi
@	gi (s;�)

@s
= �

�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� @pi

@s
:

The only di¤erence is that now pi and
@pi
@s
are determined implicitly by the above �rst-

order condition. To revisit some of the results, consider �rst the impact of � on s: Here, we

have that

d
d�

�
@�
@�

�
= @pi

@�

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� d

d�

�
@pi
@s

�
;
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while from the optimality of s we get (so we are again establishing the comparative sta-

tic only around an equilibrium, not globally)

�pi @	
g
i (s;�)

@s
@s
@pi
=
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� ;

so that the above becomes

@pi
@�

@	gi (s;�)

@s
� pi @	

g
i (s;�)

@s
@s
@pi

d
d�

�
@pi
@s

�
:

Now, @pi
@s
=

@ e	g
i
(s;�)

@s

�C00(pi)
; @pi
@�
= � C0(pi)

�C00(pi)
and d

d�

�
@pi
@s

�
= �@e	gi (s;�)

@s

�
C00(pi)+�C000(pi)

@pi
@�

(�C00(pi))
2

�
;

so that the two are local substitutes as long as

�C 0(pi) + pi
�
C 00(pi)� C 000(pi)C

0(pi)

C00(pi)

�
< 0:

The result thus holds as long as pi is su¢ ciently small or always, as long as

C 00(pi) <
�
1 + C000(pi)

C00(pi)

�
C 0(pi):

The reason for this condition is that if the manager becomes very insensitive to s as �

increases, then the organization might actually want to increase s even more since the prob-

lem of losing information due to increased pro�t-sharing is reduced. In other words, the cost

function shouldn�t bee "too convex" around the equilibrium for the result to hold gener-

ally, but it still holds whenever information is su¢ ciently expensive independent of the cost

function.

For similar reasons, we no longer can establish monotonicity of the equilibrium s in � (of

course, even for the particular cost function used, the relationship could be non-monotone

under decentralization, but only for parameters under which decentralization was not the

equilibrium outcome). If the equilibrium quality of information is su¢ ciently sensitive, then

an increase in � can reduce the equilibrium quality of information su¢ ciently so that the use

of �rm-wide incentives will actually decrease in �: Finally, we also lose the uniqueness of s

for some cost functions because of the convexity of the returns to s in terms of the improved

use of information generated, as discussed in the proof for the uniqueness under the assumed

cost function. To consider the conditions for uniqueness, we have that the second-order

condition is

@pi
@s

@	gi (s;�)

@s
+ pi

@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
+
�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
� @e	gi (s;�)

@s

�
@pi
@s
+
�
	gi (s; �)� e	gi (s; �)� d

ds

�
@pi
@s

�
;
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which, using the conditions for the parameters to constitute a solution, is smaller than

zero whenever�
2
@	gi (s;�)

@s
� @e	gi (s;�)

@s

�
@pi
@s
+ pi

�
@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
� @	gi (s;�)

@s
@s
@pi

d
ds

�
@pi
@s

��
< 0:

Again, we have that whenever pi is su¢ ciently small, then uniqueness is guaranteed. To

obtain bounds on uniqueness, we have that the condition holds always as long as (noting

that d
ds

�
@pi
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�
=

@2 e	g
i
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and noting that � =
e	gi (s;�)
C0(pi)

; we get

��
2 + C000(pi)

C00(pi)

�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
� @e	gi (s;�)
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�
C0(pi)e	gi (s;�)

�
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�
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@s

@2	gi (s;�)
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:

Now, @	
g
i (s;�)

@s

@2 e	gi (s;�)
@s2

� @e	gi (s;�)
@s

@2	gi (s;�)

@s2
> 0; so again we need that C 00(pi) is not "too large."

Finally, in terms of the choice of s; what continues to hold is that dpi
d�
< 0; so that we know

in which direction any change in the multiple equilibria will be.

The logic behind the governance structure continues to be the same, with decentralization

arising as the preferred governance structure both when � is su¢ ciently low and when s is

su¢ ciently high. However, what we again cannot establish in full generality is that there is a

unique cuto¤ � where centralization is preferred for higher and decentralization is preferred

for lower costs of information. This result arises because the rates at which pgi decrease in �

might make such switch possible. However, what we do know is that when � is low enough,

then s will be large and, as a result, decentralization will be preferred. Similarly, if � is large

enough, pgi ! 0 and centralization will be preferred.

The possibility of non-monotonicity is also supported by the possible multiplicity of

equilibria. For some �; the preferred governance structure might be centralization with low

s; while an increase in � causes a switch in equilibrium to lower p and higher s; which in

turn might warrant a switch to decentralization instead.

Finally, evaluating the impact of �2� and � on �; we have immediately that
d�
d�2�

� 0

because �2� continues to be a scalar multiplying the pro�t surface, while for � we have that

d2�
d�d�

=
�
�dpgi

d�

�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
@s
@�
� @	gi (s

g ;�)

@�

�
� pgi dd�

�
@	gi (s;�)

@s
@s
@�
� @	gi (s

g ;�)

@�

��
�2�:

Again, if the cost function is su¢ ciently convex, the result of the paper on the monotonicity
d�
d�
� 0 can fail to hold. Here, the intuition is that if pgi is roughly unchanged, and there is
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a reduction in s caused by the increase in �; then there is an increase in the agency costs

associated with further integration, leading the organization actually to reduce the level of

operational integration to reduce the losses due to strategic decision-making and communi-

cation. However, it is again the case that if � is su¢ ciently large and so pgi is su¢ ciently

low, then the result that d�
d�
� 0 will hold. In short, while allowing general cost functions can

locally make some of the results of section 5 to fail, the global qualitative results continue

to hold.

C.2 Endogenous strength of incentives

As mentioned in the text, the key simpli�cation for the analysis was that in addition to

focusing on linear compensation contracts, I restricted the attention to pure pro�t-sharing,

where the division managers�compensation was given by

Ti (�i; �j) = Ai + (1� s)�i (�i; di; dj) + s�j (�j; di; dj) :

A simple modi�cation to this is to write the compensation structure as

Ti (�i; �j) = Ai+sii�i (�i; di; dj)+sij�j (�j; di; dj) = Ai+� ((1� s)�i (�i; di; dj) + s�j (�j; di; dj)) ;

where s continues to measure the composition of incentives but � measures now the strength

of incentives. The only impact that � has on the solution to the game is that increasing �

increases the level of information acquisition by the division managers. The decision-making

and communication stages continue to be solely determined by s: The di¤erence is that the

perceived value of information is now �e	gi (s; �) and so the equilibrium level of information

acquisition will solve

pi =
�e	gi (s;�)
�e	gi (s;�)+� :

The main di¤erence to the design stage is that there can now be multiple equilibria for

the compensation structure even within a governance structure. Intuitively, � and s can

be complements because increasing � increases the quality of primary information, which

in turn increases the value of pro�t-sharing. In other words, the equilibrium might be one

of low strength of incentives and limited pro�t-sharing or one of high strength of incentives

and extensive pro�t-sharing. Beyond this possible multiplicity, the logic of the results is

unchanged. Most importantly, the monotonicity of � in �2� and � remains.
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Figure 8: Choice of compensation and governance structures as a function of � and �

C.2.1 Exogenous cost of incentives

An earlier working paper analyzed the case where the cost of incentives is given by an ex-

ogenous function G (�) : The detailed analysis is available in the working paper and I will

only give the main �gures. The key insight is that because centralization is able to use

con�ict between the divisions to motivate information acquisition, centralization is able to

economize on the cost of incentives, which in turn leads to a non-monotone relationship

between decentralization and volatility. In the case of the cost of incentives being propor-

tional to volatility, an illustration of the typical solution is given by the �gures 8 and 9, �rst

illustrating the link between operational integration and the choice of governance structure,

while the second looking at the equilibrium relationship between volatility and the choice of

governance structure.

Further, any comparative statics with respect to the cost of incentives parallel those

of cost of information: increasing the cost of incentives reduces the equilibrium strength,

lowering the quality of primary information acquired, lowering the level of pro�t-sharing and

leading towards a preference for centralization and vice versa.
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Figure 9: Organizational design and environmental volatility

C.2.2 Without ex ante transfers

The solution in the previous subsection still focuses on maximizing the total surplus, con-

ditional on the cost of incentives G (�) : In an alternative formulation, the headquarters

focuses on only maximizing the surplus left over after compensating the division managers.

As long as the participation constraint is not binding, then the headquarters would be max-

imizing (1� �)E (�i + �j) : The downside of this formulation is that there is no natural
benchmark performance level on which to tie E (�i + �j) : In particular, other things con-

stant, E (�i + �j) is monotone decreasing in �2�; so that increasing the strength of incentives

becomes inherently cheaper with volatility. Arguably, the organization could choose to hire

nobody, set � !1 and have an expected performance of K (1)���2�: If we use this as the
baseline over which the surplus is divided, then the maximization problem would become

(1� �) ((K (�)�K (1)) + pi	gi (s; �)�2�) :

Then, the �rst-order condition for the choice of s would be

@pi
@s
	gi (s; �) + pi

@	gi (s;�)

@s
= 0:
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Note that because the organization now doesn�t internalize the cost of information, it has

an inherent bias towards motivating additional information acquisition over the use of that

information appropriately. This puts pressure on s to be lower than before. Indeed, for �

su¢ ciently small, we are in the corner solution of s = 0: The strength of incentives, in turn,

would solve

(1� �)
�
@pi
@�
	gi (s; �)�

2
�

�
� ((K (�)�K (1)) + pi	gi (s; �)�2�) = 0;

while the choice of governance structure and the choice of � would be unbiased, conditional

on (s; �) : However, the organization overall would exhibit a bias towards centralization in-

directly through the suboptimally low level of pro�t-sharing chosen in equilibrium. Beyond

that, the basic tradeo¤s remain the same, as illustrated in �gure 10 mapping the choice of

g. The other choices parallel our earlier discussion, and thus not presented. The results are

available from the author on request.

C.3 Miscellaenous observations

Finally, let me make few observations on some commonly asked questions regarding the

assumptions of the model. Because full analysis would take another paper or two, I will

only make intuitive arguments as to their e¤ects. Proofs, where applicable, are available on

request.
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Are all the stages and components really necessary? In short, yes. If informa-

tion was freely available to the agents, then it would be optimal to set s = 1
2
; achieving

perfect communication and decision-making and making rest of the design problem irrel-

evant. One could exogenously constraint the degree of alignment, but the results would

remain somewhat uninteresting - choose maximal alignment. Similarly, if communication

was not strategic, then, in the case of perfect communication, centralization would always

be preferred because it would achieve the �rst-best outcome. Headquarters makes �rst-best

decisions based on the full information communicated while the incentive structure provides

�rst-best incentives to acquire information. Decentralization, on the other hand, would need

to balance the incentives to acquire information with incentives to make good decisions.

Indeed, this is the result in Athey and Roberts (2001), where truthful communication of

the project qualities can be achieved. Exogenously restricting the quality of communication

would generate a similar tradeo¤ between centralization and decentralization. However, it

would generate the prediction that under centralization, the division managers are always

compensated only based on divisional performance, which appears to run counter to stan-

dard intuition. Indeed, one of the main observations from the model is that depending on the

level of operational integration, centralization can exhibit more or less pro�t-sharing than a

decentralized structure. As a result, to generate the predictions of the model, we need both

strategic information acquisition and strategic communication.

The results would, however, be roughly similar if, instead of an information acquisition

task, the managers simply engaged in productive e¤ort for their divisions as in Dessein,

Garicano and Gertner (2009). This approach, however, would then ignore the interactions

between the quality of information generated and how good use the organization makes of

that information, together with the impact that the governance structure alone has on the

incentives to acquire information (as standard e¤ort would be independent of the decision-

making structure) and the link between organizational design and the di¢ culty of predicting

the environment. Finally, the model also needs continuous (instead of binomial) decisions

and information. The reason is that making the information binomial would collapse the

communication problem into one between truth-telling and lying, which would fail to appro-

priately capture the idea that while inducing accurate communication under decentralization

is more costly, accurate communication is also less valuable. The key is that the equilibrium

here allows for di¤erent qualities of communication that can smoothly be controlled through

the compensation contract, letting the accuracy track the value.

What happens when information acquisition is not observable? The analysis

made the somewhat-unusual assumption that the e¤ort choice of the division managers is

observable but not veri�able. While it can be argued that it is possible for the headquarters
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to be aware of how hard their managers are working without being able to write contracts on

that information, it is also natural to ask what happens if the information acquisition is non-

observable. The technical di¢ culty is that when the quality of information is unobservable,

then the interpretation of the messages by the recipient comes to be based on beliefs, while

messages sent are based on the actual quality of information (as known by the sender) and

the expected interpretation by the recipient.

The basic impact, however, is straightforward. When the recipient is less responsive to the

information than desired by the sender (which is the case here), then the sender will always

acquire less information when the accuracy of information is unobservable. The intuition is

follows. Suppose that the quality of information qi is currently at the level chosen by the

manager when qi is observable. Then, by acquiring a little less accurate information, then the

manager is able to reduce the perceived con�ict between the him and the recipient, because

the recipient will continue to form beliefs based on E (�ijti) = qei ti and so over-respond to the
signals when the manager undercuts the expected quality of information (proof for the single

sender and recipient available on request). The highest quality of information acquisition

that can be sustained will still be above zero because information is valuable.

As to the di¤erences between the two governance structures, we know that the maximum

quality of information that can be sustained is the same whenever � ! 0 and s = 1=2;

in which cases the quality will be the same as under observability of q (because there are

no incentive con�icts between the sender and the receiver) and will converge to the same

level when � !1 (for the same reason that the accuracy of communication converges - the

equilibrium decisions are the same under the two governance structures). For the interior,

the relative impact is uncertain, but intuitively it would appear that the reduction in the

quality will be worse under centralization. Indeed, under centralization qei = qi = 0 is always

an equilibrium, while under decentralization there is always a positive value to information

because it is the manager who will use it in his decision-making.

What happens if the organization can separately measure the coordination
bene�ts and allocate them to the two divisions optimally? As currently formulated,
the bene�ts of coordination cannot be separated from divisional pro�ts. An alternative

formulation allows all the three components, � (�i � di)2 ; � (�j � dj)2 and � (di � dj)2 to be
separately contractible. This result could arise, for example, if the headquarters sets up a

separate unit that will be serving both of the divisions, where the performance of that unit

is given by � (di � dj)2 :
As long as we focus on a team-production problem, where the payo¤s cannot be leveraged,

the results continue to be similar. The main reason is that the �rm always want to allocate

all coordination costs to the two divisions, and do this in a symmetric fashion, so that
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�i = �j =
�
2
: This symmetry follows because, as discussed in Rantakari (2008), introducing

asymmetries between the divisions worsens the average quality of communication under both

governance structures and gives a strategic advantage in the decision-making stage to the

less integrated division under decentralization.

One di¤erence comes from the compensation structure. Note that the decision-making

incentives are based solely on � (�i � di)2 and � (di � dj)2 ; while the communication incen-
tives rely on all three components. Given that �xing the bias in decision-making is the

primary concern under decentralization while improving the accuracy of communication is

the primary concern under centralization, we would expect that decentralization will make

relatively less use of the other division�s performance � (�j � dj)2 than centralization, other
things constant. This will then allow decentralization to potentially motivate even more

information acquisition through � (�i � di)2 and thus improve its relative performance. But
again, the di¤erence in quantitative and doesn�t alter the fundamental tradeo¤ between

motivating information acquisition and then using that information appropriately.

Is the headquarters really in control of �? The model assumes that the headquarters
can control �: This assumption captures the idea that the headquarters can in�uence what

assets the divisions have available to them, even when the divisions are then free to make

their own operating decisions conditional on those assets and pre-speci�ed interdependencies

in place. We can make two further observations on this assumption. First, headquarters

choosing � yields a strictly better outcome than if � was left up to the division managers.

The reason is that even if all the costs and bene�ts of � were borne by the division manager

making the choice, they will under-integrate to gain a strategic advantage over the other

division (per the bene�ts and costs of asymmetries between the two divisions, as discussed

in Rantakari 2008). Similarly, even when the headquarters is in charge of �; the division

managers can have an incentive to try to undo some of this integration through their own

choices. Such considerations, however, would only add an additional layer of complexity to

the analysis. Further, all the results conditional on � naturally continue to hold. Intuitively,

any other set of assumptions will lead to a lower equilibrium � but there is also no a priori

reason why, given the di¤erence in level, there should also be further di¤erences in how the

equilibrium � responds to changes in �2� and �:
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